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So. Md. high school’s
FFA chapter
raises cash, supplies
By SEAN CLOUGHERTY

Farmers from Virginia and
Maryland placed in the top
three in two AFBF Young Farmer and Rancher awards programs.
See Page 2.

Researchers are investigating
consumers’ willingness to purchase food products grown
with recycled water. See our
annual Irrigation supplement.
supplement.

Managing Editor

Replacing fencing for a Kentucky farmer was one of the tasks a group of Maryland
youth took in traveling to a tornado-ravaged area of the state.

Farmers
courted
by tech
industry

Photo courtesy Stacy Eckels

In recent years, the FFA Chapter
at Southern High School in Anne
Arundel County, Md., has been part of
several local service projects, but their
largest and most recent effort was for
people hundreds of miles away.
After the tornados plowed through
Kentucky on Dec. 13, chapter treasurer
Katelynn Bullock, whose grandparents
live in Kentucky, brought the idea of
fundraising for impacted farmers to
the group.
“They were all on board with it,
it was just a matter of how do we do
it,” said Dr. Stacy Eckels, agriscience
instructor and FFA advisor at Southern
High School.
See STUDENTS
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Pray For America!

SPRING IS COMING

‘An unimaginable
opportunity’
By JONATHAN CRIBBS
Associate Editor

The COVID-19 pandemic was a
boon to many local farmers in 2020
who found themselves facing a wave
of interest from customers eager to
avoid crowded grocery stores and their
understocked shelves.

Follow us on

See COURTED
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PLANT AUGUSTA!

Believe The
Bible Is True!

540-886-6055 | www.augustaseed.com
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Mid-Atlantic secretaries discuss region’s agriculture
By SEAN CLOUGHERTY
Managing Editor

PHILADELPHIA — Mid-Atlantic
state agriculture secretaries roundly
agreed labor issues topped the list as
the region’s biggest challenge during
the pandemic and farming’s most immediate challenge in the near future.
Moderated by Scott Sheely, president of the Philadelphia Society for
Promoting Agriculture, agriculture
secretaries from Delaware, Maryland,

New Jersey and Pennsylvania shared
insight on a variety of agriculture issues during a virtual panel discussion
hosted by the PSPA on Jan. 6.
For Delaware and Maryland workforce challenges were acutely visible
in the poultry industry’s processing
plants.
“We had a very difficult time keeping an adequate workforce to keep
those plants operational and it was
probably the biggest challenge that
that we faced.” Scuse said.

Bartenfelder said for Maryland,
labor was the “number one challenge
from COVID” and with much of the
poultry industry on the Eastern Shore,
staffing processing plants was the
main challenge.
“It wasn’t just that the labor force
was sick and out of work, it was that
they feared getting sick if they came
to work so it was a matter of making
sure that there was a safety net there
that they felt safe and secure once they
got there,” Bartenfelder said.

Bartenfelder and Scuse both added fruit and vegetable growers and
landscapers also struggled to keep
workers.
In New Jersey, agriculture secretary Doug Fisher said the issue is
ongoing.
“Everyone is facing a severe, severe
crisis in terms of not being able to get
that labor supply,” he said. “We’ve
See SECRETARIES
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Meetings set
to discuss
FDA’s water
rule changes
DOVER, Del. — The Food and
Drug Administration published a proposed rule change on Dec. 6, to amend
the agricultural water requirements of
the Produce Safety Rule.
In response to the proposed change,
the Delaware Department of Agriculture and University of Delaware
Cooperative Extension will host two
outreach sessions on Jan. 21 to engage
farmers and other stakeholders.
The Produce Safety Rule was signed
into law in 2011 as part of the FDA’s
Food Safety Modernization Act. FDA’s
proposed rule amends the pre-harvest
agricultural water requirements for
covered produce other than sprouts
previously established in Subpart E of
the Produce Safety Rule.
In the proposed rule, previous
pre-harvest water microbial quality
criteria and testing requirements are
proposed to be replaced with more
flexible requirements for pre-harvest
agricultural water assessments. These
assessments are designed to be more
feasible to implement across various
agricultural systems.
The two sessions scheduled for Jan.
21 in Delaware will detail the proposed
changes to the rule. Producers and
stakeholders will learn best practices to
write and submit questions and public
comments to the FDA and participate in
open discussions. Anyone interested in
attending a session must register online
at https://delawarewaterrulemeeting.
eventbrite.com.
FDA has initiated a public comment
period on the proposed rule to close on
April 5.
For public comments to be officially
considered, all comments must be spoken at one of the FDA’s public meetings
or submitted in writing to Docket No.
FDA-2021-N-0471 on Regulations.gov.
The FDA is hosting two virtual
public meetings to discuss the proposed
changes and hear feedback.
These meetings are scheduled for
Feb. 14 and Feb. 25.
See MEETINGS
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At left, Roger and Amanda Scott of Madison County, Va., are joined by YF&R Committee Chairman Jon Iverson in recognition of
the Scotts placing third in the American Farm Bureau Federation Young Farmer and Rancher Achievement Award competition.
At right, Maryland farmer Kayla Griffith, right, won third place in the American Farm Bureau Federation Young Farmer and
Rancher Excellence in Agriculutre Award program.
Photos courtesy American Farm Bureau Federation

Scotts, Griffith shine at AFB’s
Young Farmer and Ranchers event

ATLANTA — Farmers from Virginia and Maryland placed in the top
three in two American Farm Bureau
Federation Young Farmer and Rancher awards programs held during the
group’s annual convention last week.
Roger and Amanda Scott of Madison County, Va., won third place in
the Achievement Award competition,
receiving a Case IH 40-inch Combination Roll Cabinet and Top Chest and a
$500 Case IH parts card, courtesy of
Case IH, as well as a $2,500 Investing
in Your Future cash prize, courtesy of
American Ag.
In addition, they will take home
$1,850 worth of Stanley Black & Decker merchandise, courtesy of Stanley
Black & Decker.
The Scotts operate two commercial

turkey houses, a poultry litter hauling
and spreading business, a cow-calf
operation and a custom hay business.
Amanda Scott also is a livestock veterinarian.
The Achievement Award recognizes
young farmers and ranchers who have
excelled in their farming or ranching
operations and exhibited superior leadership abilities.
Participants are evaluated on a
combination of their agricultural operation’s growth and financial progress,
Farm Bureau leadership and leadership
outside of Farm Bureau.
Kayla Griffith of Lothian, Md., won
third place, receiving a Case IH 40inch Combination Roll Cabinet and Top
Chest and a $500 Case IH parts card,
courtesy of Case IH, as well as a $2,500

Investing in Your Future cash prize,
courtesy of American Ag. In addition,
she will take home $1,850 worth of
Stanley Black & Decker merchandise,
courtesy of Stanley Black & Decker.
Griffith is part of her family’s fifth
generation farm operation E. Griffith
and Son. She returned to the family
farm after earning her master’s degree
in agronomy and relaunched the Griffith Family Produce business.
The Excellence in Agriculture
Award recognizes young farmers and
ranchers who do not derive the majority
of their income from an agricultural
operation, but who actively contribute
and grow through their involvement
See SHINE
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Lititz, PA

Richland, PA

133 Rothsville Sta. Rd
800.414.4705

700 East Linden St
888.414.7518

Kennedyville, MD
12455 Browntown Rd
888.269.0372

Seaford, DE

22375 Sussex Hwy
866.670.4705

BINKLEYHURST.COM

Harrisonburg, VA
4310 South Valley Pike
800.735.3584

“God calls us out of
darkness, into His
marvelous light.”
Saint Peter

WE ARE MOVING!

COMING TO CECILTON, MD IN FEBRUARY OF 2022

PA

WILMINGTON

ELKTON

95

We are grateful to announce that the B&H Kennedyville
Team will be calling Cecilton, Maryland their new home
in light of the need for a more suitable facility. Situtated
just 15 minutes up the road from the Browntown Rd.
address, we believe this move will further increase our
capacity to truly Equip You for Growth!

NJ

CECILTON

KENNEDYVILLE

213

DOVER

YOUR BEST 301
SOURCE FOR AG EQUIPMENT & CUSTOMER SERVICE!
CAPE MAY

L

EASTONL

‘14 Trioliet 2-3200ZKT

1,150 cu ft Mixing Capacity,
3-Spd Auto Reduction Gearbox,
Come and See, Use as a Spare
#L14029 . . . . . . . . . $15,800

H

6,895 hrs, 260 HP, MFWD,
Front Hitch & Valve, Tires at
90%, Front Weight 870kg
#H00289 . . . . . . . . . $125,000

L

Hyd Pickup, Wagon Hitch, Hyd
Tongue Positioner, Multi-Lube,
Harvestec Electronic Applicator
#L17957 . . . . . . . . . $15,900

L

‘06 Mertz 3004

8,228 hrs, 1,800 gal SS Tank w/
60/80 Booms, 45 MPH, Tires at
70%, Miller Tech w/ AGLeader
#L17752 . . . . . . . . . $19,500

‘17 Case IH SB541c

Hyd Tension, Hyd Pickup,
Hyd Tongue, Approx 40,000
Bales, Electronic Applicator
#L15796 . . . . . . . . . $16,400

L

L

‘15
Penta 5620HD
BINKLEY

DE

R
LEWES

560 cu&ft,
2-Speed, Wide Single
HURST
Tires - Foam Filled, New Cross
Conveyor Chain, One Owner
#L16787 . . . . . . . . . Call

H

SALISBURY

‘09 Case IH MX240

5,816 hrs, Deluxe Cab, Very Clean,
4 Remotes, 6 F Weights, 2 Rear
Weights, Tires at 10%, One Owner
#L18421 . . . . . . . . . $65,000

L

‘14 John Deere 348

Trioliet 2-2000LZK

715 cu ft, Twin Screw, One Left Side
50 Good Lines, Single Axle,
Door,
Scales, Screws Need Some Work
#L17708 . . . . . . . . . Call

L

‘17 Fendt 828

MD

‘09 Case IH SPX3150

1,850 hrs, 750 gal Tank, Chemical
Eductor, 60/90 Booms on 20”
Spacing, Raven 460 Cntrller
#L18370 . . . . . . . . . Call

‘14 Massey Ferguson 6615

803 hrs, 50 HP Compact Tractor,
Hydro, Cab, Loader, 1 Remote,
4WD, Bucket and Pallet Forks
#H00075 . . . . . . . . . $85,000

L

‘12 Anderson SB780

Self-Contained Power Unit,
13 HP Honda, Tandem Axle,
Remote Cntrl, F & R Stabilizers
#L17716 . . . . . . . . . $22,900

H

‘99 SpraCoupe 4640

4,530 hrs, Perkins Engine, Auto
Trans, 400 gal Poly Tank, 60’ Man.
Fold Booms, 20” & 30” Spacing
#L18389 . . . . . . . . . $19,900

‘07 Penta 4120HD

Dual Discharge w/ 12” Right Side
SS Conveyor, 4-Pt Scale System,
16” Hay Ext., Walking Tandem Tires
#R20748 . . . . . . . . . Call

L

R

‘17 Penta 5930

600 cu ft, 2-Spd Gearbox, Corner
Door w/ Magnet, 540 PTO,
No Knives but can be added
#R20288 . . . . . . . . . Call

L

‘07 Kubota B7610

International Farmall Cub

‘19 John Deere 560M

‘16 Massey Ferguson 2956

L

Patz 3600 Series II 1400

1,400 cu ft, Triple Screw, Triple
Axle, Cross Coveyor Discharge,
Rear Premix Door, Scale System
#L17071 . . . . . . . . . Call

H

‘93 CAT 416B

1,786 hrs, MFD, 2-Speed 10 HP, 2WD, Mid Mount 7,000+ hrs, (2) Buckets, (1) 2’ and
HST, Rear PTO, 3Pt Hitch, 60” Mower, Open Station (1) 14”, New Batteries, Cab, Front
Like-New Tires, One Owner
Tires at 50%, Rear Tires 10%
#L18358 . . . . . . . . . $6,900 #L17933 . . . . . . . . . Call #H00110 . . . . . . . . . $21,500

H

Mega
Wide,
Big
Tire
Option, Wrap and Twine,
Silage Special, 7,600 Bales
#H00439 . . . . . . . . . $39,800

L

‘05 Ag-Chem Sprayer Unit

Spay Unit, 900 gal Tank,
60/80 Booms on 20” Spacing,
5 Section, Not A Pull Type
#L18346 . . . . . . . . . $2,900

H

19,400 Bales, 55 gal Manual Acid
System, 540 PTO, Newer Diamond
Chains within Last 1000 Bales
#H00431 . . . . . . . . . $14,900

L

‘17 New Leader L4258G4

Like New Stainless Steel
New
Leader
Multiplier-5
Fertilizer
Spreader
Insert
#L18345 . . . . . . . . . $2,950

L

‘13 New Holland 330

Tandem, Axle w/ Big Tires,
Packer Cutter, HarvestTec Fully
Automatic Applicator, 14,190 Bales
#L18409 . . . . . . . . . $61,500

H

‘05 SpraCoupe 4650

1,300 hrs, 80’ Booms, Raven
Cntrl, Perkins 123 HP, 4-Spd Auto
Trans, AC Works, Good Rear Tires
#H00055 . . . . . . . . . $35,000
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EDITORIAL

Farmers trapped in middle

As a morass of factors pushes fertilizer
prices to historic levels, the federal
government could be putting salt in the
wound.
A new economic analysis released on Jan.
12 by researchers at Texas A&M University
has corn growers raising concerns that
pending tariffs on nitrogen fertilizers will
create shortages and cause prices to increase
even more for farmers, according to the
National Corn Growers Association.
“As part of this study, we conducted a
historical analysis going back to 1980 and
found that fertilizer costs tend to go up when
corn revenues increase,” lead researcher Joe
Outlaw, noted. “Notably, these prices tend to
go up exponentially even after accounting for
natural gas prices and higher demand.”
The study, commissioned by 21 state
corn organizations, including the Maryland
Grain Producers Association, notes that the
price of one type of nitrogen fertilizer, called
anhydrous ammonia, increased by $688 per
ton — $86,000 for a 1,000-acre farm — from
the end of 2020 through the end of October
2021.
The study cites 2017 research from
University of California Berkeley economist
James Bushnell and UC Davis economist
Jacob Humber who investigated the
relationship between North American natural
gas and anhydrous ammonia prices, and how
that relationship has evolved over time.
They identified a statistically significant
structural break in 2010.
Before 2010, about 80 percent of changes
in the natural gas price were passed through
to the anhydrous ammonia price. Since 2010,
however, they found no significant pass
through.
“That is, since 2010, natural gas and
anhydrous ammonia prices have been
decoupled,” the Texas A&M report said.
“This decoupling has direct implications
for the potential effects of an anhydrous
ammonia import tax. Any import tax on
nitrogen fertilizers would raise prices for both
domestically produced and imported fertilizer
by the full amount of the tax rate multiplied
by the pre-tax price. Based on prices as of the
end of October, a 19-percent tax on imported
AA would imply an additional increase in
prices paid by farmers of $194 per ton.”
The study has farmers raising concerns
about a petition by CF Industries, one of
the country’s major nitrogen producers, in
June 2021 with U.S. International Trade
Commission to impose tariffs on nitrogen
fertilizers imported from Trinidad & Tobago
and Russia.
The U.S. Department of Commerce

has since released a preliminary finding
recommending tariffs, despite strong outcry
from farm groups.
The Commerce Department initiated
the countervailing duty and anti-dumping
investigations in July 2021 in response to
CF Holdings’ petitions alleging that unfairly
dumped and subsidized imports of Urea
Ammonium Nitrate from Russia and Trinidad
are injuring the U.S. UAN industry.
Under U.S. law, both Commerce and the
U.S. International Trade Commission must
make final affirmative determinations in
order for Commerce to issue an order, which
would remain in place for at least five years.
Commerce and the ITC are expected to make
final determinations this summer.
“The proposed tariffs will create shortages
and drive our costs up even higher,”
Iowa farmer and National Corn Growers
Association President Chris Edgington said.
“They will add insult to injury and impose a
financial hardship on family farms.”
Edginton said the recent academic study
verifies that nitrogen prices erode profitability
for family farms.
“Our request is simple,” he said. “We’re
just asking that these companies keep us out
of their trade disputes, and they do everything
possible to keep their products available and
affordable for family farms.”
Farmers in large part are stuck on the
sidelines in this squabble, but will be on the
front line taking the brunt of the impact of the
tariffs if they are levied without appropriate
relief. That is, unless the U.S. government,
huge fertilizer corporations and several
foreign nations and entities can work together
toward a resolution that doesn’t leave farmers
out in the cold.
Excuse us if we don’t hold our breath.
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Evaluation time!
With all the different things we
have been dealing with over the past
couple of years, it is hard to believe
that 2022 is here and along with it
comes some additional concerns for
American agriculture.
Problems with the workforce,
the need for additional folks in
the shipping, trucking and retail
industries and short supplies of
various inputs make the 2022
growing year one that is going to
require that many producers do a
lot of careful planning on how they

PIG TALES
By Dr. RICH BARCZEWSKI
Professor Emeritus
Delaware State University
want to move forward.
I have already seen several reports

of higher prices and shorter supplies
of fertilizers, agri-chemicals and
even equipment.
What does that mean for our
industry?
Basically, it means that everyone
needs to proceed with a lot of
caution, and special consideration
in doing your pencil work in front
of this years growing season. It may
also mean that in some situations,
producers may even want to consider
handling certain issues in different
ways then they have in the past.

For example, what happens if you
cannot get enough fertilizer? How
will you allocate the fertilizer you
can obtain amongst the cropland that
needs it?
What happens if you cannot
secure enough herbicide? Do you
have any other methods of weed
control that may be considered?
What about insecticides and
fungicides? What would you do if
See BARCZEWSKI
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Program addresses impacts from climate change
The USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service recently
announced a new and expanded
opportunity for climate-smart
agriculture in 2022.
The Environmental Quality
Incentives Program Conservation
Incentive Contracts offers producers
financial assistance to make
conservation improvements on their
land that benefit natural resources,
build resiliency and contribute to the
nation’s broader effort to combat the
impacts of climate change.
“Climate change is happening,

KEEPING
THE FARM
By KARRI HONAKER
Assistant State Conservationist
USDA NRCS, Delaware
and America’s agricultural
communities are on the frontlines,”

NRCS State Conservationist Kasey
Taylor said. “We have to continue
to support and expand the adoption
of conservation approaches to
support producers in their work to
address the climate crisis and build
more resilient operations. We are
continuously working to improve
our programs to ensure we’re giving
Delaware farmers the best tools to
conserve natural resources.”
EQIP Conservation
Incentive Contracts
Conservation Incentive Contracts
address priority resource concerns,

VIEWPOINT

Ongoing supply chain issues
isn’t a farm supply issue
By JENNIFER WHITLOCK
(Editor’s note: Jennifer Whitlock
is the field editor for Texas Farm
Bureau.)
It feels like every time I read or
watch the news lately, one of the top
headlines has something to do with
supply chain issues.
Vehicles, toys, clothing and numerous other consumer goods are in
short supply. That makes sense.
They’re either made overseas or
require parts from overseas, so if
we’re experiencing cargo ship delays
at ports on both sides of the ocean, I
can see why those items are unavailable.
But what’s happening at the
grocery store? Why, months after
people stopped COVID-hoarding,
are grocery store shelves going
unstocked and labeled with “temporarily unavailable” signs?
It’s not because farmers and
ranchers have quit growing and raising our food.
Throughout the pandemic,
farmers and ranchers have remained
focused on their goal of providing
safe, affordable food for their fellow
Americans and themselves.
They’ve faced plenty of challeng-

es, to be sure.
From bottlenecks at livestock
processing facilities to increasing
feed prices to less availability of
important crop inputs like fertilizer
and herbicides, farmers and ranchers
have been impacted by supply chain
issues.
But they’re dedicated. Focused.
And resourceful.
Our bountiful food supply hasn’t
stopped growing in the fields.
Manpower at processing plants
and food manufacturers—or rather,
a lack thereof—seems to be the main
culprit behind empty grocery store
shelves.
Food and beverage companies
have seen a dwindling labor supply
for years, but the pandemic exacerbated those issues.
Employees who were let go or
had their hours reduced at the height
of manufacturing shutdowns and
slowdowns are not returning, and not
enough new people are coming in to
take their place.
And without enough people,
they’re not making enough products
to keep up with demand.
From the manufactured food
See WHITLOCK
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EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD
SINCE 1967

Whole Farm Revenue Protection &
Micro Farm Revenue Protection 3/15/2022 Sales Closing
kingcrop.com
302-855-0800
this agency is an equal opportunity provider

including sequestering carbon and
improving soil health throughout
Delaware.
Through these contracts, NRCS
works with producers to strengthen
the quality and condition of natural
resources on their operations
using management practices, such
as irrigation water management,
drainage water management, nutrient
management and residue and tillage
management that target resource
See HONAKER
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No battle lines
The double-edged sword of
uncertainty creates volatility and
opportunity.
A few months ago I wrote about
the undercurrents of inflation and
bio-diesel. Both forces will impact
demand like a slow steady train
chugging along.
At times, markets could be choppy as new data makes the headlines
and then fall to the back page as we
get new information.
Currently the market is focused
on South American weather.
Private analysts continue to cut
production estimates for Brazil and
Argentina as soil moisture is low and
temps have been high.
As of Thursday, Jan. 13, some
precipitation has been added to the
10-day forecast, which has brought
some selling pressure into the market.
Any changes in the forecast could
move the soybean and corn markets
significantly when trading resumes
on Monday night, after the long
holiday weekend.
The January WASDE report was
released last Wednesday with USDA
projections coming in relatively
close to market expectations for corn
and soybeans.
Once again they had some bad

GRAIN
MARKETING
By ROB DAVIS
Grain Market Analyst
news for wheat, as they increased
ending stocks.
There were a few exceptions,
mostly weighing on the wheat market.
On Jan. 14, the March 2022 corn
contract closed at $5.87 1/2 with December 2022 closing at $5.57 1/4.
The USDA left the national average yield unchanged at 177 bushels
per acre. Iowa (205 bushels per acre),
Nebraska (194 bushels per acre),
Indiana (195 bushels per acre) and
Ohio (193 bushels per acre) all set
new yield records last year.
Harvest corn acres were cut significantly in the Dakotas, but were
offset by increased acres in Texas
and a shocking 13-percent increase
in Pennsylvania, from 870,000 acres
to 990,000.
The ending stocks ratio for old

In the heat of the night

Of all the daily chores my father
performed on the southern Illinois
dairy farm of my youth, the most
vital to me each winter morning was
his rekindling of the banked fire
in the tall, round wood stove that
dominated my mother’s kitchen 60
years ago.
The stove was, no kidding, a
Warm Morning model. It was as tall
as me then and more round than my
great Uncle Honey.
Somehow Dad, despite his city
upbringing, knew how to manage
this iron maiden for maximum effect
in minimum time.
In fact, the stove usually radiated
heat before the water for his first cup
of morning coffee boiled.
But rekindling the fire was only
the final heat-promising chore in a
whole series of high-heat chores that
led to it.
There was wood sawing, splitting,
hauling, stacking, hauling into the
house, lighting, and, finally, hauling
the ashes, in our case, to the garden.
Dad, and Mom, too, couldn’t
wait until the town’s “furnace man”
installed a whole house, thermostatically-controlled “furnace” that
burned what they called coal oil fed
to it by a copper line from a smelly
fuel tank in our side yard.
That upgrade brought our farmhouse’s two unheated and, until then,
unused upstairs bedrooms into the
lives of my three brothers and sister.
We four boys were assigned the
colder northern room while my sister

FOOD &
FARM
FILE
By ALAN GUEBERT
smiled warmly from the sunnier
southern room.
The only problem with the new
arrangement was that, despite clear
evidence that the new furnace’s
ductwork did indeed reach the
rooms, there was no evidence whatsoever that any of the furnace’s heat
ever did.
Winter, for my brothers and me,
was the season of flannel sheets
and layers and layers of toe-curling
woolen quilts.
The farm’s two principal hired
men, herdsman Howard and his field
hand brother Jackie, had no such
problem because they had no such
furnace.
Their living room stove, our old
kitchen stove, glowed invitingly hot
in their farm-provided house until
they moved to another place in the
late 1970s.
Howard was its main attendant
and his favorite fuel was southern
See GUEBERT
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crop corn crept up to 10.4 percent
from 10.1 percent last month.
We had a similar forecast for
ending stocks last year, which was
eventually slashed to 8.3 percent after some large unexpected purchases
by China.
As as I mentioned last month, if
you’re are locking in input prices, it’s
prudent to lock in some sale contracts and profits at the same time.
High input prices do not necessarily mean that grain prices have to be
high as well.
On January 14th, the March 2022
wheat contract closed at $7.46 3/4
and the July 2022 wheat contract
closed at $7.42 1/2.
The wheat market really needs a
new story to rally and there doesn’t
seem to be one on the horizon.
The unrest on the Ukraine
border has not been in the headlines
as much over the past month, but I
doubt that President Vladimir Putin
has already accomplished his goal
there.
As I mentioned last month, military action in this wheat producing
region would likely mean higher
prices.
There tends to be some seasonal
strength in the wheat market during
February, but we currently have too

many significant market drivers
hitting headlines for traders to pay
much attention to long term seasonal
trends.
On Jan. 14, the March 2022
soybean contract closed at $13.77 1/4
with the November 2022 contract at
$13.04 1/2.
The USDA lowered world ending stocks significantly, from 102
million metric tonnes to 95.2, due to
crop losses in South America.
The USDA reduced harvest soybean acres here in the United States
slightly, which was largely offset by
an increase in national average yield,
from 51.2 to 51.4 bushels per acre.
A reader made a comment about
how quickly one market can fall out
of favor — I’m relatively certain that
they were referring to my opinion on
the wheat market — a market that
tends to be a bit bi-polar to begin
with.
When you add my monthly
column frequency to the equation, I
may appear a little bi-polar as well.
The rally there was based on
tightening supply with some rumors
of Russian export tariffs, which added some fuel to the fire.
See DAVIS
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Word from the wise

“My son, do not forget my teaching, but keep my commands in your
heart, for they will prolong your life
many years and bring you peace and
prosperity.”
—Proverbs 3:1-2
My father grew up on a farm in
Giles, Va., and was a fan of Billy
Graham.
He reared my sisters and me in
church, and as far back as I can
remember all household activities
stopped when a Billy Graham Crusade aired on TV.
I can still envision him in his
chair by the fireplace listening
intently to every word Dr. Graham
delivered.
Dad’s desire to listen and learn
left a distinct impression on me
about his thirst for Truth.
As I grew older I added Charles
Stanley from First Baptist Atlanta to
my own listening list.
His distinct voice and delivery
style instilled a love for God’s Word
in me that I cherish today.
In fact, a business trip to Atlanta
many years ago provided the opportunity to see Dr. Stanley preach in
person.
Visiting his church was not on
my co-workers’ bucket lists but I
planned to see him before we left
town that weekend no matter what.
Little did I know that my boss
unknowingly booked a hotel directly
across the street from First Baptist
Atlanta. Imagine my surprise — I
walked to church!

FAITH
OF OUR
FARMERS
By C.C. ALLEN
Thirty years later, my husband
and I found an old recording of Dr.
Stanley preaching on TV.
The sanctuary was adorned in
pale blue just like I remembered it
from the mid-1990s.
He taught from Proverbs 3:1-12
and shared the following timeless
truths: Obey God and leave all
consequences to Him; learn to trust
in and wait on God for His direction
and His timing; give generously
to the Lord’s work; remember that
Christ must live through us — we
cannot be Christ-like in our own
strength; God loves us unconditionally; He is in control of every circumstance of our lives; ask the Holy
Spirit for guidance; and last, daily
meditation time with God is the most
important priority of our lives.
From whom do you seek encouragement in the Faith? Have you told
them how much their studying and
diligence has meant to your Christian walk? Have you shared the joy
of learning about the Lord with
others?
God bless you as you seek His
wisdom this week.
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Va. pumpkin growers will look to spring in meeting
By JANE W. GRAHAM
AFP Correspondent

HILLSVILLE, Va. — The Virginia
Pumpkin Growers’ Association is
looking to the growing season even as
winter settles across the Mid-Atlantic.
The organization has scheduled its
annual meeting for Saturday, Jan. 29
at the Southwest Virginia Farmers’
Market.
The all-day meeting begins with
registration starting at 8 a.m. and the
annual business meeting being held at
4:45 p.m.

A slate of speakers from Virginia
Tech and the industry will share insights for the coming growing season.
The session will open at 9 a.m. with
Ashley Edwards, Extension commercial horticulture agent, welcoming
growers and guests. Virginia Tech’s
Dr. Steve Rideout Extension plant pathologist, will present an update about
fungicides and disease. His presentation will be followed by a discussion
of weed control in pumpkins.
The morning program will continue
after a break with Edwards discussing
pumpkin varieties.

Virginia Tech entomologists Tom
Kuhar and Sean Boyle will then talk
about insect management.
The morning educational presentations will end with James Wilson.
Extension apiculturist, and Courtney
Walls will be discussing pollinators in
pumpkins. The group will break for
a catered lunch after recognitions of
sponsors and guests.
When the meeting reconvenes at
1;30 p.m. Scott DeNoon from the Virginia Farm Bureau will talk about 1:30
-2:00 liability and agritourism. He
will be followed by Mark Reiter and

Edwards discussing “Fertilizer: Getting Your Money’s Worth.”
Presentations about Financials and
Crop Insurance and Ag Labor/H2A
Program are scheduled for the afternoon too. Speakers will be announced
later. The educational talks will conclude with a discussion from Steve
Pottorff, Carroll County Extension
agent, with a Pesticide Legal Update
and Field Watch.
Following an afternoon break, there
will be a pumpkin marketing panel
discussion and business meeting. The
day is set to end at 4:15 p.m.

Event discusses Pa. ag law developments, emerging issues
By DOROTHY NOBLE
AFP Correspondent

HARRISBURG, Pa. — During the
106th Pennsylvania Farm Show earlier
this month, the Penn State Center for
Agricultural and Shale Law hosted
the second annual Pennsylvania Farm
Show Agricultural Law Symposium.
The symposium presented current
important topics, recent developments
and emerging legal issues.
The Center’s director, Ross H. Pifer
and staff attorney Brook Duer began
with many events of 2021 including

several pending cases. Among other
developments, several state and federal
actions addressed agricultural labor,
animal welfare and labeling.
On Oct. 27, the U.S. Occupational
Safety and Health Administration published an advance notice of proposed
rulemaking in the Federal Register,
86 FR 59309, “Heat Injury and Illness
Prevention in Outdoor Work Settings.”
OSHA said it aims to develop a
standard for hazardous heat in the
workplace and the efficacy of controls
and interventions.
The comment period for this

2022 Mar-Del Watermelon
Growers Seminar
Join us Friday, February 4th

The Hyatt in Cambridge, MD
10:30 am to 4:30 pm
Lunch will be served @ Noon

rulemaking closed Dec. 27.
On July 8, the Oregon state Occupational Safety and Health Administration announced a heat stress prevention
emergency rule that requires employers
to provide adequate drinking water and
access to sufficient shade.
Also, once the temperature rises to
90 degrees F or more, employers must
provide a 10-minute, cool-down rest
period every two hours.
The next day, July 9, the Washington
State Department of Labor and Industries announced a similar rule with the
drinking water and paid cool-down

rest breaks when the temperature is
89 degrees.
Their rule also mandates 10-minute
breaks every two hours when the temperature is 100 degrees..
In October of 2019, USDA eliminated pork slaughter plant line speed
controls in the Modernizaation of
Swine Slaughter Inspection Rule, (94
FR 52300). The United Food and Commercial Workers Union challenged the
rule on behalf of pork processing plant
See LAW
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GRO-MOR
Plant Food Company, Inc.

NEED MORE $$$$
IN YOUR POCKET??

Seminar $40.00 to attend or FREE with membership or
full registration for the convention
Maryland & Delaware

Agenda:

Pesticide Credits Will
Be Available!

David Owens and Cody Stubbs, University of Delaware
Melon Anthropod Pest Update 2022
John Kelly, Redox
Review of leading products & specialize advice on
fertilizer and crop nutrition
Allen Spray, Willards
Discuss highly efficient specialty fertilizers, micros,
biostimulants and crop protection products.
Gordon Johnson, University of Delaware Vegetable Specialist
2021 Seedless Variety Trial
Culural Control for Phytophora Capsci in watermelons
For more information please visit
our website @

www.mardelwatermelon.org
Or call 410-749-9587

Can you afford to guess when it comes to feeding your crops, corn, soybeans, alfalfa,
small grains and produce? GRO-MOR has the programs that produce PROFITS.
Corn 7-21-7, 10-10-10, 9-18-9, 5-15-15 • Alfalfa and Beans 5-15-15 • Add 5-15-15with Your Roundup Ready Spray
CUSTOMERS REPORT INCREASED YIELDS OF 7 TO 15 BUSHEL!
Sulfur available for all analysis. * Environmentally Safe.
We use only 100% Orthophosphoric Acid.
Call For Our Spring Prices.
281 Farmland Road, Leola, PA 17540-9503
Telephone: 717-656-4166 • Toll Free: 800-322-0060
(Member of Dunn & Brad and BBB)

Check Our Web Page for More Information:
WWW.GRO-MOR.COM • DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE.
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New date for Taste of Maryland event
HANOVER, Md. — The 52nd Taste
of Maryland Agriculture scheduled
for Feb. 3, has been postponed and
rescheduled to Thursday, March 3, due
to the recent surge in COVID-19 cases.
“After careful evaluation, the Maryland Agriculture Council Board of
Directors have decided to move our
annual event exactly one month later,”
said President Mike Harrison Jr. “We
are excited to safely host our agricultural leaders and state and national

lawmakers during the mid-way point
of the legislative session.”
Tickets purchased for the February
event will carry forward. Early-bird
registration will now be extended to
February 11th. Registration forms and
online registration can be found at
www.mdagcouncil.com.
Nearly 800 are expected to attend
the gala at its new location, Live! Casino & Hotel Maryland in Hanover.
The Council’s event mission is to

promote Maryland agriculture and educate lawmakers about its importance
to the state’s economy and its people.
“We are very excited to host our
growing event at THE HALL at Live!,”
said Harrison said. “It’s an impressive
setting – and perfect to celebrate the
state’s number one industry, Agriculture.”
For more information, contact Executive Director Susan Summers at 240446-3601 or ssummers@comcast.net.

Nitrogen has impact on soil carbon sequestration
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — Soil organic
carbon is a cornerstone of soil health.
It improves soil structure while enhancing water- and nutrient-holding
capacity, key factors for any agricultural production system. To build it
up, farmers incorporate crop residues
into soils.
So why, despite decades of residue
inputs, is soil organic carbon diminishing in corn production systems? Short
answer: it’s the nitrogen.
“With intensive nitrogen fertilization, you may get more corn biomass
and yield, which means you end up
putting more residue into the soil. But
you cannot keep that carbon in the
soil,” says Richard Mulvaney, professor
in the Department of Natural Resourc-

es and Environmental Sciences at the
University of Illinois. “The nitrogen in
the residues stimulates the microbes to
burn carbon off through respiration.
So you can put more in, but you can’t
keep it.”
The concept that nitrogen fertilization affects residue decomposition
— and therefore the incorporation of
residue into soil organic matter stores
— isn’t new. But previous studies
showed conf licting results. That’s
why Mulvaney and Tanjila Jesmin, a
doctoral researcher in NRES, set out
to clarify how residue quality and the
form of nitrogen affect corn residue
decomposition.
Thanks to the historic Morrow Plots
at Illinois, the team was able to test resi-

dues from corn grown with and without
high nitrogen fertilization.
“We designed an aerobic incubation
study, adding these two residues to
a typical cropped soil with or without two forms of nitrogen. We then
observed the decomposition process
by continuously measuring carbon
dioxide production, as well as periodic
measurements of enzyme activities and
microbial biomass,” Jesmin says.
The researchers found the presence
of nitrogen — either exogenously applied to residue or already incorporated
in growing corn tissue — accelerated
residue decomposition and produced
See CARBON
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SEED DEALERS:
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LOCAL SERVICE

automatic farm systems
608 E. Evergreen Rd.,
Lebanon, Pa. 17042
(717) 274-5333
FAX (717) 274-5334
www.afs.products.com

CONTACT
BILLY SIMMONS
Easton, MD
410.443.0840
410.829.9337

Automatic Farm Systems is now a full
service authorized distributor for USC
seed treating equipment. Call us for
parts, service, or new
equipment sales.
Box to box systems
or complete bin
sites. Conveyors,
hoppers, and more.

tidewaterseed.com

TIDEWATER SEED
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INDEPENDENT REGIONAL COMPANY

Easton, MD
tidewaterseed.com
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Students ...
Continued from Front Page

The next day the chapter met and
decided they wanted to raise money
and send supplies directly to farmers
and specifically to an agriculture
teacher who lost his home.
“They understand the importance
of the ag teacher in the community
and wanted to help him specifically,”
Eckels said.
The chapter partnered with its
alumni group and local garden center
Homestead Gardens to get donations
of cash and supplies to send to Kentucky. While the tornadoes touched
down in eight states, Kentucky bore
the brunt of the storms, which destroyed more than 1,000 homes and
killed at least 74 people.
Chapter president Jacob Bjernkes
said their initial goal was to raise
about $3,000 for a skid steer attachment post puller. The attachment
would help greatly in clearing fields of
debris, he said. The force of the tornado drilled tree limbs, wood and other
debris several feet into the ground
and the post puller would reduce the
manpower needed to pull them out.
Within a week they raised over
$35,000 in money and in-kind donations of supplies.
“It just kind of exploded,” Eckels
said.

Anne Arundel County FFA stopped to purchase more supplies en route to aid farmers
devastated by tornadoe in Kentucky. The Southern High School FFA Chapter helped
raise more than $35,000 worth of supplies for the cleanup effort.
Photo courtesy Stacy Eckels

As the fundraising got underway,
Bullock pitched the idea of traveling
down with the supplies and working in
the cleanup effort during their winter
break and several members jumped
at the chance, some even forgoing

a planned ski vacation. In total, the
chapter’s seven officers signed up
for the trip, accompanied by three
chaperones.
“I felt that helping the people out
there would be a life experience unto

itself,” Bjernkes said.
The trip was not affiliated with the
Southern FFA Chapter and the teens
traveled independently.
The day after Christmas, the group
met at Homestead Gardens to load
supplies into a livestock trailer and
the next day they left for Muhlenberg
County, Ky.
In the three full days the group
spent helping, Eckels said they
amassed more than 200 hours of work.
“It was sunup to sundown,” said
Bjernkes. “It really goes to show when
you get a bunch of ag kids together,
how much can happen.”
Much of the group’s work on the
trip was spent clearing fields of debris,
from tree limbs to trusses.
Getting fields cleared as soon as
possible was important especially
those with crops already planted.
“If the debris wasn’t picked and
the wheat got tall, you’ve never see
it,” Eckels said. At harvest time this
summer, the debris if left would damage equipment.
For one farmer, the Maryland
group helped move about a half-mile
of livestock fencing after the local
utility company reset its utility poles
inside his pasture. The group also
purchased 300 posts for the fencing
project and were there when they were
delivered, Eckels said.
“He was in tears when he shook
See STUDENTS
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Continued from Page 2

in agriculture, leadership ability and
participation in Farm Bureau and other
organizations.
Elsewhere among Virginia participants, Northampton County farmer
Kyle Sturgis placed among the top
10 finalists for the Excellence in
Agriculture Award. This competition
recognizes young farmers who don’t
derive most of their income from an
agricultural operation, but who actively contribute to the industry through
their involvement in agriculture,
leadership ability and participation in
Farm Bureau and other organizations.
Sturgis outlined for judges his communications, governmental, volunteer
and fundraising efforts to enhance visibility of the state’s agricultural issues.
“These competitions are a great
way for young farmers to get out of
their comfort zones and have those
tough conversations, which is a tool
to build leadership for the future,
especially when interacting with legislators,” he said.
Jonathan Grimes, a Wythe County
farmer and agricultural education
teacher, participated in the national
Discussion Meet, which simulates a
committee meeting in which active
discussion and participation are expected. Contestants are evaluated on
their ability to exchange ideas and
information on timely agricultural
topics. Grimes’ groups discussed
issues regarding renewable resources
and COVID-19 obstacles.
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Biden: Competition in meat industry can ease costs
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Joe Biden met virtually with independent farmers and ranchers Jan. 3 to
discuss initiatives to reduce food prices
by increasing competition within the
meat industry, part of a broader effort
to show his administration is trying to
combat inflation.
“Capitalism without competition
isn’t capitalism — it’s exploitation,”
Biden said.
Higher-than-expected inf lation
has thwarted Biden’s agenda, hurt his
public approval rating, become fodder
for Republican attacks and prompted

Sen. Joe Manchin, D-W.Va., to cite
higher prices as a reason to sideline
the Democratic president’s tax, social
and economic programs. In November,
consumer prices rose 6.8 percent over
the prior 12 months — a 39-year high.
On food costs, Biden is building off
a July executive order that directed the
USDA to more aggressively look at
possible violations of the 1921 Packers
and Stockyards Act, which was designed to ensure fair competition and
protect consumers. Meat prices have
climbed 16 percent from a year ago,
with beef prices up 20.9 percent.

The president said the higher prices
have been the subject of frustration at
his own kitchen table. His wife, Jill,
was talking Jan. 2 with her sister and
a friend about a pound of hamburger
meat costing $5 a pound, compared
with less than $4 before the pandemic.
The administration is targeting meat
processing plants, which can shape the
prices paid to farmers and charged to
consumers. The White House issued
a fact sheet saying the top four companies control 85 percent of the beef
market. In poultry, the biggest four
processing firms control 54 percent of

the market. And for pork, the figure is
70 percent for the four biggest firms.
Some industry groups are pushing back against the administration’s
planned oversight of the food industry.
Neil Bradley, executive vice president and chief policy officer at the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, said the
coronavirus and higher costs for energy and labor are driving meat prices
higher, not the corporate structure of
the industry.
See MEAT
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Battle over White’s Ferry continues, more than a year later
POOLESVILLE, Md. (AP) — When
she moved from Ohio to Virginia to
fulfill a lifelong dream of working with
horses, Andy Jane Armstrong didn’t
think her future would depend on a
cable-run ferry line established in the
late 1700s.
Armstrong, 28, found a home in
Leesburg about eight miles from
the farm in Poolesville, Md., where she
put her degree in equine teaching and
training to use.
Leesburg was more lively than Poolesville, she said, although her 20-minute commute over the Potomac River

depended on White’s Ferry, which
began shuttling travelers between
Maryland and Virginia before George
Washington was president.
Then, on Dec. 28, 2020, White’s
Ferry ceased operations — the victim
of a long-running property dispute that,
despite a change in ferry ownership and
attempted intervention by two states,
continues a year later.
Overnight, Armstrong’s commute
no longer included a 3-minute, 30-second ride across a river, but a 60-mile
round-trip trek on exurban roads that
adds two hours to her workday, if

traffic is reasonable — and four hours
if it’s not.
Skeptical that she can afford a home
in Maryland, Armstrong is considering
a career change that would eliminate
the lengthy commute.
“It’s definitely an adjustment,” she
said. “I’m doing what I’ve grown up
wanting to do my whole life.”
Armstrong is among hundreds of
daily commuters feeling the effects a
year after the ferry’s closure. As the
ferry’s current and former owners
spar with the family that owns the
ferry landing, an agreement that could

reopen the service has proven to be
elusive.
A $200,000 study co-sponsored by
Montgomery and Loudoun counties
from October found that up to around
800 cars used the ferry daily, which
cost $8 round-trip for vehicles. By
2040, according to the study, demand
for trips could exceed 2,300.
The study considered alternatives
to simply restarting the service, including using dedicated queuing lanes
See BATTLE
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Meat ...
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Bradley said the administration is
practicing politics instead of economics
and “government intervention would
likely further constrain supply and
push prices even higher.”
Mike Brown, president of the National Chicken Council, said, “This
looks like a solution in search of a
problem.”
He said the administration is using
the food industry as a “scapegoat for
the significant challenges facing our
economy. ‘’
Yet there are also groups representing farmers and cattlemen who
applauded Biden’s moves, saying the
current system has put independent
producers and consumers at a disadvantage.
“We must get to the bottom of

why farmers and ranchers continue to
receive low payments while families
across America endure rising meat
prices,” said Zippy Duvall, president
of the American Farm Bureau Federation. “We are encouraged by the
administration’s willingness to work
with lawmakers on both sides of the
aisle to improve price discovery in the
cattle markets.”
Biden outlined plans to distribute
$1 billion from the coronavirus relief
package to help independent meat
processors expand.
He also highlighted money to train
workers in the industry and improve
conditions, as well as issue new rules
for meatpackers and labeling requirements for being designated a “Product
of USA.”
The Justice Department and the
Agriculture Department will launch a
joint effort to make it easier to report
anti-competitive actions to the government.
The administration will also seek to

improve the transparency of the cattle
market, with Biden saying, “A free
market isn’t truly free without transparency around prices.”
The effort is part of a broader attempt to regain control of America’s
economic narrative.
Besides inf lation, the repeated
waves of coronavirus outbreak have
dampened people’s opinions about the
economy despite strong growth over
the past year.
Biden will have an opportunity
to highlight the economy’s strengths
with the December jobs report being
released Friday. Economists surveyed
by FactSet expect that the United States
added 362,000 jobs last month with
the unemployment rate ticking down
to 4.1 percent.
Gains of that magnitude would
indicate that the U.S. added roughly
6.5 million jobs last year, more than in
any other previous year in a reflection
of population growth and government
spending.
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David Driever, owner of Windswept Farm in northern Harford County, Md., said he’s one of many farmers who have been
contacted since the pandemic began by a swarm of agricultural e-commerce businesses looking to manage logistics and
internet sales for regional farmers.
Photo by Jonathan Cribbs
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Easton, MD
tidewaterseed.com

Courted ...
Continued from Front Page

It also introduced producers to another wave: agricultural e-commerce
businesses on the hunt to recruit regional farmers.
“I’ve been contacted by pretty
much every company that’s popped
up,” said Brandon Dodge, owner
of Rastafarmi, a small Certified
Organic farm selling produce and
pasture-raised chicken eggs in Reis-

terstown, Md., just outside Baltimore.
When the pandemic began, “I started
getting hit with everything: emails,
voicemails, phone calls.”
The resulting once-in-a-lifetime
shockwave to the country’s food system sparked a blaze of activity from
e-commerce entrepreneurs hoping to
network local farmers and link them
to customers. Some have made their
way to the Delmarva region.
Market Wagon, which manages
logistics for local farms, debuted in
Maryland in early October, after recruiting more than 30 local producers.
Multiple farmers said they’ve been

contacted by Barn2Door, which sells
internet services and software for
farms looking to digitize their retail
business. WhatsGood, which takes orders from farms and farmers markets
and delivers them — for a fee — is
also servicing the region.
At least three such companies recently contacted David Driever, owner
of Windswept Farms, a beef cattle
operation in northern Harford County,
Md. A Market Wagon representative
met with him in person. He sells a
See COURTED
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Framework being built to mitigate impact of herbicides
ST. LOUIS — In recent years, soybean fields and other crops and trees
across the Midwest have been experiencing more damage from drift of herbicides, particularly those plants grown
from seeds that have not been genetically modified to be herbicide-tolerant.
The drift onto unintended plants
causes leaves to curl and shrivel and
may permanently damage a crop.
To learn more about how the different chemical agents interact in herbicide formulations, a team of researchers
at the McKelvey School of Engineering

at Washington University in St. Louis is
developing a framework to understand
how the pieces come together, said
Kimberly M. Parker, assistant professor
of energy, environmental and chemical
engineering.
Her collaborators in this work are
Stephen M. Sharkey, a fourth-year
doctoral student in Parker’s lab, and
Brent J. Williams, associate professor
of energy, environmental and chemical
engineering.
Their outlook was published in
the journal Environmental Science &

Technology on Nov. 23.
In 2020, about 90 percent of all corn,
cotton and soybeans planted in the
United States were genetically modified to tolerate one or more herbicides,
such as glyphosate, dicamba or 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D). As a
result, the associated herbicides for the
tolerant crops have typically seen increased use, Sharkey found. In 2014-15,
before the release of dicamba-tolerant
crops, dicamba was used on 2 percent
of all U.S. soybeans, while in 2017-18,
after the release of dicamba-tolerant

IN BRIEF
Willard wins NWF
wheat yield contest
QUEENSTOWN, Md. — William
F. Willard Farm LLC has been recognized by the National Wheat Foundation as the winner of the 2021 Soft Red
Winter Wheat Yield Contest.
The National Wheat Foundation
had 387 growers register for the yield
contest. William Willard had a dryland
yield of 141.41 bushels per acre in
Montgomery County, Md., growing a
Pioneer variety.
The Willard family primarily farms
across Montgomery County. Scot
Poffenberger is the farm manager and
said the bin busting yield was due to
the great wheat weather in the region.
To increase yield, added they tried
a few new things. First, they applied a
micronutrient in the fall. In the spring,
a foliar fertilizer was applied during
the Feekes 6-7 growth stage.
As a National winner, Willard will
receive a trip to the Commodity Classic held in March of 2022.

MGPA’s scholarship
applications due Jan. 31

QUEENSTOWN, Md. — Maryland
Grain Producers has a new, scholarship application process, and is offering more scholarships and funding for
the 2022-23 school year!
In partnership with the National
Corn Growers Association, students
are now able to complete one online
application and apply for both the state
and national scholarships.
The Maryland Grain Producers
Association will offer up to five scholarships in the amount of $3,000 each.
Funding is provided by the Maryland

Whitlock ...
Continued from Page 5

items to the packaging those goods
go in, manufacturers are feeling the
pinch of not having enough help.
The same labor issue echoes
throughout the rest of the food supply chain.
Truck drivers, food service work-

crops, it was used on 21 percent of all
U.S. soybeans.
The herbicides dicamba and 2,4-D
affect other nontargeted plants unintentionally via herbicide drift, either as
primary or secondary drift.
Primary drift typically occurs shortly after application as sprayed droplets
containing herbicide molecules are
carried to off-target crops by the wind.
Secondary drift occurs over lonSee HERBICIDES
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Grain Producers Utilization Board
The MGPA scholarship began in
1991 and in the last 30 years has provided $192,500 to students pursuing
a career in agriculture. The online
application is due Monday, Jan. 31.
Apply online at bit.ly/2022scholarship.
For eligibility requirements and
more information, visit marylandgrain.org.

Baker new USDA RD
director for Md., Del.

to improve lives and economic opportunities. Assistance for infrastructure,
water, sewer, community facilities,
clean energy, home ownership and
businesses benefits everyone.”
Rural Development state directors
serve as the chief executive officer of
Rural Development in the states and
territories and are tasked with carrying
out the mission of Rural Development
to the benefit of everyone in rural
America.

State Fair exhibitor
scholarships available

WASHINGTON — David Baker is
the newly appointed USDA Rural Development state director for Maryland
and Delaware. He is one of five state
directors whose appointments were
announced on Dec. 17.
Baker comes to the USDA and
Rural Development after serving for
more than 33 years in Sussex County
government as its finance director and
county administrator.
During that time he became very
familiar with USDA’s grantee program
through projects he helped facilitate.
One of those projects, the West
Rehoboth Sewer project, became the
second largest project funded by the
USDA at the time of its implementation, according to the agency.
Baker, a lifelong Delaware resident,
earned a bachelor’s degree in accounting and sociology from the University
of Delaware. He has a master’s degree
in Business Administration from
Wilmington College.
“I am honored to serve the people
of Maryland and Delaware,” Baker
said in the news release. “I look forward to leading an experienced and
capable staff to enable Maryland and
Delaware rural communities to take
full advantage of USDA RD programs

DOSWELL, Va. — The State Fair
of Virginia announced details for the
2021 applied scholarship program.
Youth who exhibited beef cattle,
sheep, meat goats or swine in the
Youth Livestock Show at the 2021
State Fair are eligible to apply for 15
scholarships.
Additionally, a $1,000 scholarship
from the Gatewood Holland Stoneman
Endowment, a $1,000 Farm Credit
Scholarship and two youth development scholarship opportunities
— each worth $2,000 — are open to
youth who participated in the 2021
livestock shows or 2021 non-livestock
youth competitions.
The 12 scholarships for 2022 livestock exhibitors, totaling $23,000,
will be offered in three age groups:
Juniors (9-12); Intermediate (13-15);
and Seniors (16 and older).
Groups are based on exhibitors’
ages as of Sept. 30, 2021.
Details and applications are available in the “Scholarship” section of
the fair’s website at StateFairVa.org.
Applications must be completed electronically and received by 5 p.m. on
Jan. 26.

ers and grocery store employees are
in high demand.
We need each link in our food
supply chain to be operating optimally in order to keep the steady,
affordable food supply we’re accustomed to in this nation.
It just may take a little longer to
get back up to full speed.
So, remember when you can’t
find a certain food or household item
your family loves, it’s not because
farmers quit growing the wheat and

sugar or dairy farmers stopped milking their herds.
It’s more likely the manufacturer
simply cannot keep up with demand.
Farmers and ranchers shop at the
same grocery stores as the rest of us.
They’re disappointed when their
favorite foods are out of stock, too.
Don’t hoard. Be reasonable in
your purchasing habits, and know
that farmers and ranchers are #stillfarming and #stillranching.
And they’ll continue to do so.

®

®

AM1 – Optimum® AcreMax® 1 insect protection system with an integrated corn
rootworm refuge solution includes HXX, LL, RR2. Optimum AcreMax 1 products
contain the LibertyLink® gene and can be sprayed with Liberty® herbicide. The
required corn borer refuge can be planted up to half a mile away.
AM – Optimum® AcreMax® insect protection system with YGCB, HX1, LL,
RR2. Contains a single-bag integrated refuge solution for above-ground
insects. In EPA-designated cotton-growing counties, a 20% separate corn
borer refuge must be planted with Optimum AcreMax products.
AMT – Optimum® AcreMax® TRIsect® insect protection system with
RW,YGCB,HX1,LL,RR2. Contains a single-bag refuge solution for above- and
below-ground insects. The major component contains the Agrisure® RW trait,
the Bt trait, and the Herculex® I gene. In EPA-designated cotton-growing
counties, a 20% separate corn borer refuge must be planted with Optimum
AcreMax TRIsect products.
AMX – Optimum® AcreMax® Xtra insect protection system with YGCB, HXX, LL,
RR2. Contains a single-bag integrated refuge solution for above- and belowground insects. In EPA-designated cotton-growing counties, a 20% separate
corn borer refuge must be planted with Optimum AcreMax Xtra products.
AMXT (Optimum® AcreMax® XTreme) – Contains a single-bag integrated
refuge solution for above- and below-ground insects. The major component
contains the Agrisure ® RW trait, the Bt trait and the Herculex® XTRA gene.
In EPA-designated cotton-growing counties, a 20% separate corn borer
refuge must be planted with Optimum AcreMax XTreme products.
Q (Qrome®) – Contains a single-bag integrated refuge solution for above- and
below-ground insects. The major component contains the Agrisure® RW trait,
the Bt trait, and the Herculex® XTRA gene. In EPA-designated cotton-growing
counties, a 20% separate corn borer refuge must be planted with Qrome
products. Qrome products are approved for cultivation in the U.S. and
Canada. They have also received approval in a number of importing countries,
most recently China. For additional information about the status of regulatory
authorizations, visit http://www.biotradestatus.com/.
YGCB,HX1,LL,RR2 (Optimum® Intrasect ®) – Contains the Bt trait and
Herculex® I gene for resistance to corn borer.
YGCB,HXX,LL,RR2 (Optimum® Intrasect ® Xtra) – Contains the Bt trait and
the Herculex® XTRA gene for resistance to corn borer and corn rootworm.
RW,HX1,LL,RR2 (Optimum® TRIsect®) – Contains the Herculex® I gene for
above-ground pests and the Agrisure® RW trait for resistance to corn rootworm.
AML – Optimum® AcreMax® Leptra® products with AVBL, YGCB, HX1, LL,
RR2. Contains a single-bag integrated refuge solution for above-ground
insects. In EPA-designated cotton-growing counties, a 20% separate corn
borer refuge must be planted with Optimum AcreMax Leptra products.
AVBL,YGCB,HX1,LL,RR2 (Optimum® Leptra®) – Contains the Agrisure
Viptera® trait, the Bt trait, the Herculex® I gene, the LibertyLink® gene and
the Roundup Ready® Corn 2 trait.
HX1 – Contains the Herculex® I insect protection gene which provides
protection against European corn borer, southwestern corn borer, black
cutworm, fall armyworm, lesser corn stalk borer, southern corn stalk borer,
and sugarcane borer; and suppresses corn earworm.
HXRW – The Herculex® RW rootworm protection trait contains proteins that
provide enhanced resistance against western corn rootworm, northern corn
rootworm and Mexican corn rootworm.
HXX – Herculex® XTRA contains the Herculex® I and Herculex® RW gene.
YGCB – The Bt trait offers a high level of resistance to European corn borer,
southwestern corn borer and southern cornstalk borer; moderate resistance
to corn earworm and common stalk borer; and above average resistance
to fall armyworm.
LL – Contains the LibertyLink® gene for resistance to Liberty ® herbicide.
RR2 – Contains the Roundup Ready® Corn 2 trait that provides crop safety
for over-the-top applications of labeled glyphosate herbicides when applied
according to label directions.
AQ – Optimum® AQUAmax® product. Product performance in waterlimited environments is variable and depends on many factors such
as the severity and timing of moisture deficiency, heat stress, soil
type, management practices and environmental stress as well as
disease and pest pressures. All products may exhibit reduced yield
under water and heat stress. Individual results may vary.
Roundup Ready® is a registered trademark used under license from
Monsanto Company.
Liberty®, LibertyLink® and the Water Droplet Design are registered
trademarks of BASF.
Agrisure ® and Agrisure Viptera® are registered trademarks of, and used
under license from, a Syngenta Group Company. Agrisure ® technology
incorporated into these seeds is commercialized under a license from
Syngenta Crop Protection AG.

Pioneer ® brand products are provided subject to the terms and conditions of
purchase which are part of the labeling and purchase documents. TM ® Trademarks
of Corteva Agriscience and its affiliated companies. © 2021 Corteva.
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Mental health stigma waning among rural residents, farmers
WASHINGTON — Farmers and
rural residents are starting to feel more
comfortable opening up about their
mental health struggles and seeking
help for them.
According to a new research poll
released in December by the American Farm Bureau Federation, 83% of
rural adults and 92% of farmworkers
said when dealing with stress or a
mental health condition, they’d be
comfortable talking about solutions
with a friend or family member. In
addition, farmers and farmworkers
who said they’d be comfortable talking
to friends and family has increased 22
percent since April 2019.
Nearly half of rural adults and 44
percent of farmers and farmworkers

Law ...

Continued from Page 8

workers as an Administrative Procedure Act violation, and claimed USDA
failed to consider worker safety.
The U.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota on March 31 ordered
vacating the elimination of line speed
requirements. On May 26, 2021 USDA
Food Safety and Inspection Service
announced a “Special Alert: Constitu-

said they’re more comfortable talking
to their doctor about these personal
issues compared to a year ago.
“It’s encouraging to hear that those
in rural communities are more likely
to seek help when needed,” said Dana
Fisher, chairman of the Virginia Farm
Bureau Federation Farm Safety Advisory Committee. “Mental wellness is
just as important as physical wellness
in keeping our farmers and their families safe.”
The poll, conducted by Morning
Consult on behalf of AFBF, surveyed
2,000 rural adults across the nation.
Results were compared to 2019 and
2020 AFBF surveys that analyzed
trends regarding farmer mental health
and related stigma.

Raising awareness about farmer
stress and mental health have been
priorities for farming organizations, as
increased stress levels and poor mental health can lead to physical health
issues and even poor decision-making
— increasing the risk for accidents on
the farm.
Some of the top issues that impact
farmer and farmworker stress and
mental health are financial problems,
natural disasters and the farm economy. But while stigma surrounding
mental health appears to be on the
decline overall, it’s still a problem in
agriculture communities. The AFBF
survey found 59 percent of rural
adults said there’s still some stigma
attached to stress and mental health

in the farming community, including
63 percentof farmworkers.
The stigma attached to mental
health can be a barrier to those who
need help.
“This poll shows that we are making a difference, but we still have work
to do,” said AFBF President Zippy
Duvall. “It’s up to each of us to keep
looking out for our family, friends and
neighbors and let them know they’re
not alone when they feel the increasing
stress that comes with the daily business of farming and ranching.”
For information on crisis hotlines,
treatment locators and tips for managing stress or helping someone
experiencing emotional pain, visit
farmstateofmind.org.

ent Update,” which informed facilities
on June 30 to revert to a maximum line
speed of 1,106 head per hour.
USDA FSIS on Jan. 22 withdrew a
notice of proposed rulemaking, “Maximum Line Speed Under the New Poultry Inspection System” on Nov. 6, 2020.
This proposed rule would have allowed
poultry lines to operate at speeds up to
175 birds per minute.
New York State’s Farm Laborers
Fair Labor Practices Act, enacted in
2019 but effective on Jan. 1, 2020,
granted collective bargaining rights to
agricultural and farm workers.

Their state’s Public Employment
Relations Board on Sept. 27, 2021
certified Local 338 of the Retail,
Wholesale and Department Store
Union/United Food and Commercial
Workers as New York’s first agricultural worker union.
It will represent twelve workers
from Pindar Vineyards in Peconic, NY.
Various states have passed multiple
forms of cage-free eggs. California’s
Proposition 12 requires that all eggs
sold in the state must be cage-free.
In Massachusetts all eggs sold in
state must be cage-free by 2022, in

Washington by 2023, Michigan and
Oregon by 2024, and Colorado, by
2025. In Rhode Island, effective 2023,
the requirement specifies confinement
standards which only apply to in-state
hens.
In Nevada, after July 1, the sale
and production of eggs from birds
confined in an enclosure with less than
one square foot of usable space per
egg-laying hen is prohibited, and after
2024 the hens must be kept in a cagefree housing system.
Producers of fewer than 3,000 hens
are excepted.
Utah’s law requires beginning in
2025, egg-laying hens kept in either a
cage-free housing system or an enclosure with 1.0–1.5 square feet of usable
floor space as required by the United
Egg Producers’ Animal Housing
Guidelines. Exemptions are for farms
with less than 3,000 hens, and exceptions are for events such as veterinary
care. Also a report on demand sales is
required.
The European Parliament voted in
June 2021 on actions to phase out the
use of cages in animal agriculture by
2027.
The European Commission announced a commitment to proposed
legislation by 2023 year-end. It includes
laying hens, cows, calves, rabbits, pullets, broiler breeders, layer breeders,
quail, ducks and geese.
Significantly, the European Commission indicates it will consider
introducing rules or standards for
imported products that are equivalent
to the European Union’s and/or a labeling requirement, in compliance with
WTO’s rules.
That implies that the rules would
apply to U.S. exports.
With respect to meat labeling,
USDA announced on September 3,
2021 an advance notice, “Labeling of
Meat or Poultry Products Comprised of
or Containing Cultured Animal Cells,
(86 FR 449491).
FSIS sought comments, which
closed on Nov. 2, 2021, on consumer
labeling expectations regarding nutrition and the taste, color, odor, and texture of cell-cultured products; accurate,
unambiguous product names, research
regarding cell- cultured labeling nomenclature; and economic data on
cell-cultured meat products.
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Storm delivers much-needed moisture to Va. farmland
APPOMATTOX, Va. — Dropping
more than a foot of snow in some Virginia localities, an early-January storm
stole national headlines and wreaked
havoc throughout the mid-Atlantic.
Though the storm left many travelers stranded and hundreds of thousands
without power in Virginia, the plentiful
precipitation came at a crucial time for
the state’s grain farmers.
According to the U.S. Department
of Agriculture’s National Agricultural Statistics Service December crop
report, Virginia entered 2022 with

Students ...
Continued from Page 10

my hand,” Eckels said of the farmer
accepting the posts.
Eckels said many of the connections the group made for aid were
through the county’s Extension ag
agent Darrell Simpson, who Eckels
said was constantly coordinating help
among farmers, volunteers and others
during the group’s time in Kentucky.
“I’ve lived in four states, I’ve never
seen an ag agent as involved as Darrell
was,” Eckels said.
Eckels said she also was impressed
with her group’s emotional strength in
seeing so much destruction but staying
focused on the work at hand.
She said she asked the group not
work around any home sites, worried
it could be too overwhelming for the
youth. But on their last day in Kentucky, the group was working in a field
where a mobile home was blown into
and while the group started clearing
the field away from the mobile home,
“the kids kind of flocked to the home
site. Emotionally, they handled that
really well.”
Bjernkes said seeing farmers and
others put their neighbors’ needs above
their own in the cleanup gave him a
good perspective and a lot of gratitude
for what he has in his own life.
“I think it was an amazing experience,” he said. “It really goes to show
it can always get worse but there’s light
at the end of the tunnel. I really found
that inspiring.”
The group returned to Maryland
on Dec. 31, returned to school a few
days later and during discussion about
the experience in class, Eckels said
the students were reluctant to accept
praise for their effort and were concerned about what else they could do.
“We left and there’s so much more
to be done,” Eckels said. “I really think
they’d go back or would have stayed
there if they didn’t have school. It’s
still very much a disaster zone.”
A Register Roundup program at
Homestead Gardens locations where
customers can opt round up their
purchase to the nearest dollar to go
toward the relief effort goes until the
end of January.
And the Southern FFA alumni is
still taking donations through givebutter.com. (A direct link is available
in the online version of this article at
www.americanfarm.com.”

“abnormally dry to severe drought
conditions” across the state.
NASS statistics also indicated the
Lynchburg and Norfolk regions each
ended 2021 with precipitation deficits
of 8.8 inches compared to normal annual precipitation totals. The Roanoke
area recorded a 4.4-inch deficit, and
Northern Virginia ended the year with
a 7.9-inch shortage.
Only the Richmond region saw
above-average precipitation last year,
with a 2.5-inch surplus.
As small-grain crops begin to

emerge in some areas of Virginia,
farmers said the influx of moisture
came at a pivotal time.
“We’ve been really dry. It was one
of the driest falls I can remember,” said
grain producer Glenn Dye, who farms
in Appomattox, Fauquier and Stafford
counties. “We definitely needed more
moisture for the fall crops and some
subsoil moisture for the spring crops,
and the snow we got definitely helped
the crops that are in the field.”
Dye, who also serves on the Virginia Farm Bureau Federation Soybean

Mid-Atlantic Seeds
Because every bushel counts

and Feed Grains Advisory Committee,
skipped planting winter wheat this
year, opting instead to plant rye as a
cover crop.
Before the Jan. 3 storm, Dye said the
crop was “hanging on,” but he wasn’t
sure it would remain healthy enough
to benefit the soil for spring planting.
However, the storm brought between 8
and 9 inches of snow to his Appomattox property and 13 inches to Stafford,
See STORM
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800-854-6251
CALL TODAY TO
PLACE YOUR ORDER

WELCOM E

TOM
MULLI NEAUX
TO THE
MID-ATL ANTIC SEEDS
TEAM!
“What has drawn me to Mid-Atlantic Seeds is that they are a family-owned
seed company that is committed to customer needs first! They bring seed
product performance that year after year, is at the top of the region.”
- Tom Mullineaux

We are excited to announce Tom Mullineaux has joined the Mid-Atlantic Seeds team as a Small Grains Account Specialist. Tom
graduated from the University of Maryland and his career in agriculture has spanned over nearly 50 years, with half of that time
spent working in the seed industry. Tom enjoys working with the agricultural community and is a proud member of the
Maryland Governor’s Agriculture Commission and the Frederick County Maryland Agriculture Business Council. He is also actively
involved in management of the Maryland Crop Improvement Association.
As a Small Grains Account Specialist, Tom will be dedicated to working closely with Mid-Atlantic Seeds retail locations to service
customers throughout Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. He shares our company’s core passion of providing elite products
and excellent customer service to farmers in the Mid-Atlantic region.
“I believe family owned and operated seed enterprises are successful because they provide growers not only top performing seed,
but the personal dedication to farm profits,” says Tom, ”since Mid-Atlantic Seeds is a family-owned company, that means if you
have a question about products or services you can talk to the owners directly.”

www.midatlanticseeds.com

1-800-854-6251
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Courted ...
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lot of his meat at farmers’ markets
and hasn’t partnered with any online
companies yet, but he continues to
think about it.
Driever is an admirer of Joel Salatin, the well-known livestock farmer
in Virginia who promotes sustainable
agriculture, and was watching a recent
webinar where Salatin was asked what
he would do differently if he could
start his farm operation again.
“He said, ‘I would bring some-

one else on who had more advanced
technology,’” Driever said. “He just
recently started selling online. His
son’s wife started that, and he regrets
not doing that in the past.”
Market Wagon, which launched
in 2016 in Indianapolis, is one of the
companies offering local farmers that
opportunity.
It serves more than 20 markets nationwide. In Maryland, it also opened
a 2,000-square-foot fulfillment center
in Columbia, a receiving station that
accepts farmers’ food each week just
before it’s quickly delivered to customers who have ordered from the
farms on Market Wagon’s website.
None of the food is held long

enough to be warehoused.
“We’re in the grocery business,”
said Nick Carter, Market Wagon CEO.
“We just have a different supply chain
than Kroger. And it’s a supply chain
that Kroger passed by.”
Carter, a fourth-generation farmer
himself, said he believes Market Wagon would have eventually reached all
the markets it currently serves, but
the pandemic accelerated demand
for the industry’s services. It’s why,
he said, so many farmers have been
contacted by agricultural e-commerce
businesses.
While those companies are theoretically competitors, Carter said he
doesn’t believe it’s necessary to think

of it that way.
The market — consumers eager to
conveniently buy local food on their
computers or smartphones — is too
large and, at present, too underserved.
“It’s just an unimaginable opportunity,” he said. “Local food sounds
great to so many people. It’s just so
damn hard to find. So, what e-commerce is accomplishing is making this
as easy as Amazon. By doing that, the
sky’s the limit.”
Evermore Farm, a livestock operation in Westminster, Md., signed
on with Market Wagon in the fall as
See COURTED
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Bringing the Farm to School:
A Training for Agricultural Producers
Mid-Atlantic Fruit & Vegetable Convention

Hyatt Regency-Cambridge Workshop

concerns, including degraded soil
and water quality, available water
and soil erosion.
Conservation Incentive Contracts
offer producers annual incentive
payments to implement management
practices as well as conservation
evaluation and monitoring activities
to help manage, maintain and
improve priority natural resource
concerns and build on existing
conservation efforts. Download our
“Conservation Incentive Contracts”
fact sheet for a list of practices.
How to Apply
NRCS accepts applications
for conservation programs yearround, however producers and
landowners should apply by statespecific signup dates to be considered
for each year’s funding. February
11, 2022 is the next application
ranking date for EQIP Conservation
Incentive Contracts in Delaware.
To apply, producers should
contact their local USDA Service
Center.   

Storm ...
Continued from Page 15

Virtual Workshop

which allowed the crop to rebound.
The snow and rain “we’ve had has
been beneficial,” Dye added, noting he
and other Virginia grain farmers saw
additional rain and snow on Jan. 6 and
7. “Any moisture is a good thing at this
point.”
Bedford County grain farmer W.P.
Johnson said he and other nearby farmers struggled to plant small grains in the
fall due to soil aridity.
Johnson planted oats and wheat, and
said he only managed to get his seeds
deep enough in the ground because
he recently rebuilt his planters’ drill.
With the benefit of moisture from the
Jan. 3 storm—he received 4 inches of
wintry mix on his farm—each crop is
progressing well.
“The moisture from the snow really
pulled out our small grain crops and
let them emerge, and I can actually
see what kind of stand I have,” he said.
“Without the snow, I don’t know my
emergence would have been what it is.
We got lucky.”
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well. Ginger Myers, who runs the farm
with her husband John, was contacted
multiple times by similar services
over the last few years. (“Barn2Door
has probably knocked on my door 10
times.”)
Although she only does about a
third of her business through Market
Wagon, she saw the company as a lifesaver for local farmers whose markets,
such as restaurants and other large
buyers, disappeared after the pandemic sent the region into lockdown.
Like Carter, she believes the pandemic
nudged the entire local food industry
forward in a short amount of time.
“It took an eventuality and made it
a present reality,” she said.
She encourages farmers weighing
partnerships with such services to
carefully consider costs. She drives
40 miles on way to Market Wagon’s
fulfillment center.
She also pays a 20-percent commission on all her sales to the company — a percentage she haggled with
Market Wagon over, which she also
recommends.
Her business using the service “has
had good weeks, it’s had disappointing
weeks,” she said. “I think they have
a well-oiled program machine. ... It’s
just on the tip of being profitable for
me.”
Since the pandemic upturned the

Davis ...
Continued from Page 6

While supplies are tighter than
recent years, our current supply and
demand scenarios suggest that wheat
will remain a market follower, rather
than the leadership role that it took
for the last few months.
The battle for acres will continue
to be a hot topic over the next few
months.
Trying to predict corn and soybean acres will be a moving target
with all of the land mines that could
change the game at any moment.
(Editor’s note: Rob Davis spent
12 years in the finance industry as
a portfolio manager and three years
as a grain merchandiser and market
analyst, currently farming on the
Delmarva Peninsula, raising grain
and poultry. Davis can be reached
by e-mail at Rob@RichLevels.com.)

Meetings ...
Continued from Page 2

Farmers and industry representatives are encouraged to attend.
Registration is required to obtain
the details and link to attend one of the
dates offered by the FDA.
Farmers and stakeholders who have
clarification questions about proposed
changes to the rule should submit them
to AgWater@fda.hhs.gov.

agriculture industry, such companies
have seen astronomical growth. Carter said Market Wagon, which serves
about 2,000 vendors, is eight times
larger than it was pre-pandemic. Harvie, a Pittsburgh-based internet sales
and distribution company that links
CSAs with customers while managing
their website and ordering, reportedly
experienced a five-fold year-over-year
increase in sales.
Barn2Door reported that in March
2020, just after the pandemic quickly
swept across the globe, experienced
an eight-fold increase in the number
of orders, with many of their vendors
selling out.
The growth was so extraordinary
that farmers markets may need to

adjust along with local farmers.
RetailWire, an online discussion
platform for the retail industry, raised
that subject with nearly 20 industry
experts in December. While some
said customers will always value the
in-person experience of market shopping, others said markets will need
to adapt.
“It appears that the era of the
omnichannel farmers market is undeniable,” said Dave Bruno, director
of retail market insights at Aptos, a
San Diego-area retail software firm.
“While I cherish the local farmers
market experience, this does not mean
it has to end. The long-term strategy
for farmers is really no different than
that of the grocery store today: opti-
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mize each channel while integrating
them all to create a holistic brand.”
Dodge, however, chose a much
smaller, local online food aggregator, Chesapeake Farm to Table, in
Sparks-Glencoe, Md. The business,
which markets food to local customers
through a website, also struggled with
runaway growth during the pandemic’s early months.
Dodge said he heard a lot of promises from large, national online companies but didn’t love the answers to
some of his questions. So he’s holding
out for now.
“It was a good feeling to get calls
from folks. My honest opinion is that
this is the wave of the future,” he said.
“I just wasn’t interested at this time.”
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Ability found to future-proof crops for changing climate
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — Research
from The University of Illinois and the
USDA Agricultural Research Service
show that bypassing a photosynthetic
glitch common to crops like soybean,
rice, and wheat, can confer thermal
protection under heat stress in the field.
“We need to double crop production
by 2050 to feed a growing global population, and not only are we not on track
to do that, but climate change is further
complicating things,” said Amanda Cavanagh, a lecturer at the University of
Essex and an affiliate faculty with the
Carl R. Woese Institute for Genomic
Biology at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, who led this work
to future proof crops and save yields.
This research is part of Realizing
Increased Photosynthetic Efficiency,
an international research project that
aims to increase global food production
by developing food crops that turn the
sun’s energy into food more efficiently

Herbicides ...
Continued from Page 13

ger time periods, when the herbicide
converts from a liquid or solid state
into a vapor, then drifts away from the
targeted crops influenced by air tem-

with support from the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, Foundation for Food
& Agriculture Research, and U.K. Foreign, Commonwealth & Development
Office.
Photosynthesis, the natural process
all plants use to convert sunlight into
energy and yields, relies on the enzyme Rubisco to turn carbon dioxide
into sugars, and in doing so, feeds the
world. In the meantime, photosynthesis
produces an oxygen-rich atmosphere,
complicating Rubisco’s job.
About 20 percent of the time, Rubisco grabs oxygen instead of carbon
dioxide, resulting in an energetically
expensive recycling process for the
plant, called photorespiration.
These findings were detailed in the
same group’s previous research. In
current conditions, the inefficiencies
of photorespiration can reduce the
yield of a grain like wheat by around
36 percent.

This lost production is equal to 148
trillion calories in wheat and soybean,
calories that could be feeding millions
of people.
Cavanagh continued, “We know
that as temperatures rise, Rubisco has
a harder time distinguishing between
carbon dioxide and oxygen, and so
rates of photorespiration rise. Because
of this, we thought manipulating photorespiration might be a way to help
crops take the heat and mitigate yield
losses caused by higher temperatures.”
From an economic standpoint, the
yield loss, reportedly as high as 40-50
percent in the southern United States,
cost producers around 500 million
dollars in 2012.
Producers in regions around the
equator can see even more losses, due
to the increased temperature, with the
issue expected to escalate worldwide
due to climate change.
“Using an engineering approach we

designed multiple alternative metabolic
pathways to photorespiration. Testing
them in the field showed increases in
productivity which led Amanda to
significantly move the project forward
by showing our engineered plants can
withstand pretty extreme temperature
stress,” said Paul South, coauthor,
RIPE researcher, and assistant professor at Louisiana State University. “As
the climate changes and temperature
stresses increase the pressure on our
global food supply, farmers will need
every tool available including engineering approaches like the synthetic
biology used here to maintain safe and
productive harvests.”
In their recent study, published in
the Plant Biotechnology Journal, Cavanagh, South, and their then-advisor
Don Ort, tested their plants with more
efficient photorespiration to see if they
were better adapted to warmer temperatures.

perature, wind, moisture and herbicide
formulation.
This change into a vapor state,
known as volatilization, may be made
worse when dicamba and 2,4-D are
applied to herbicide-tolerant crops
later in the season because of higher
temperatures and because plants are
larger and cover the soil.
While there are regulations in place

on when and how to spray these herbicides, drift remains a problem and has
spurred a bevy of lawsuits in recent
years.
Due to these lawsuits, several
dicamba products were removed from
use and required re-approval by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
Dicamba contains an amine, a
chemical agent intended to keep the

herbicide in place instead of volatilizing into the atmosphere.
“We want to try to figure out why
these formulations have different volatility levels,” said Sharkey, who previously published a paper on amines in
dicamba formulations. “Our focus has
been on the amines that are included
in dicamba formulations and how the
amines’ chemical properties influence
dicamba’s volatility.”
In addition, their review analyzed
the extent to which herbicide use is
tied to genetically modified crop introduction.
They found that the introduction of
herbicide-tolerant crops influences the
use rates and practices of herbicides.
While the newer products including
dicamba and 2,4-D have reduced the
sole reliance on glyphosate, dicamba
and 2,4-D have been used more frequently since crops designed to tolerate
them were brought to the market. In
just one year, from 2016 to 2017, the
use of dicamba increased by a factor of
2.3 after dicamba-resistant crops were
introduced in 2015.
Sharkey also sifted through data on
the different herbicide products and the
regulations and deregulations about
how they are to be applied.
The EPA limits the use of dicamba
and 2,4-D to reduce drift, but those
regulations for soybeans and corn
have remained relatively unchanged
since 2014.
Other requirements intended to reduce the drive includes restricting the
types of nozzle used when spraying
the herbicides as well as a required
buffer area.
“To address these challenges posed
by herbicide drift, continued progress
is needed to improve practices that
prevent drift, including the design of
chemical formations and to understand
the impact of herbicides after they
enter the atmosphere,” Parker said.
“By defining factors that contribute to
herbicide drift and characterizing the
atmospheric processes that influence its
impact, we may develop new solutions
to prevent it.”

Do you need gap financing
help with buying land or
capital equipment for your
farm, forestry or seafood
business?
MARBIDCO, working with
commercial lenders, offers
low-interest loans to
qualified rural businesses!

THE MARYLAND RESOURCE-BASED INDUSTRY FINANCING FUND was established by MARBIDCO to
help meet the unique financing needs of Maryland farm, forestry and seafood businesses, particularly
with respect to business diversification or value-added processing. Young and beginning farmers are
also a particular focus for the MRBIFF program (but experienced farmers are welcome too). The
maximum loan amount is $300,000 for acquisition of equipment and fixed assets and $600,000 for real
estate purchases, food/meat processing and bioenergy projects. A matching Farm Credit or
commercial lender participation is required.

Call MARBIDCO today to see if this or one of our other
rural business assistance programs can assist you! (410) 267-6807
Or visit us on the web at: www.MARBIDCO.org
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Carbon ...
Continued from Page 9

more carbon dioxide.
The form of nitrogen applied, potassium nitrate or ammonium sulfate,
made no difference.
“The carbon in corn residue comes
from the atmosphere, and it returns to

Guebert ...
Continued from Page 6

Illinois coal.
Early each winter a local trucker,
after delivering a load of cull cattle
from our farm to the stockyards,
would backhaul five or so tons of
coal and dump it near Howard and
Jackie’s backdoor.
Each winter day, Howard filled a
five-gallon bucket with softball-sized
chunks to burn in the brick-lined
Warm Morning.
Sometimes, the ever-impatient

Barczewski ...
Continued from Page 5

you find yourself in need of any
input but cannot secure it?
I hope that none of these things
come to pass and as an industry,
we find ways to overcome some of
the gloom and doom that has been
predicted, however, the time to put
a plan in place is now and not when
your back is against the wall and you
are faced with a crisis.
The old saying, failing to plan is
planning to fail comes to mind here.
The start of a new year is always
a good time to re-evaluate your
operation and plan out how your
operation is going to move forward.
Livestock producers need to
consider the future outlooks with
regard to prices, and inputs as well.
As I have mentioned in the past,
quite a few producers have initiated
direct marketing of their products to
consumers.

the atmosphere during decomposition.
That’s not an issue,” Mulvaney says.
“The problem is that when microbes
have a high nitrogen supply, they also
have a high demand for carbon as an
energy source. With high nitrogen
rates their demand may exceed the
carbon supply in residues, which may
cause them to attack stable organic
matter. And therein lies the long-term
problem.”
During the first month of soil incu-

bation, residue carbon decomposition
was more rapid in the presence than
absence of nitrogen fertilizer. However, carbon dioxide production in the
second month was slower for fertilized
than unfertilized soil.
By the end of the study, the total
amount of carbon dioxide produced
was greater with than without added
nitrogen.
“It’s like burning leaves in the fall.
You put more leaves on the fire, and

you get more flames. And so, with that
added nitrogen, the residue goes more
quickly early in the incubation. Then
the fire dies down because you had
already burned up the readily decomposable substrate. We get there sooner
with nitrogen,” he says.
The results explain why soil organic
carbon fails to build in high-input cornfields and suggest farmers should avoid
excessive nitrogen inputs to maintain
soil organic matter.

Jackie would top the red-glowing
coal with what he called “a chug” of
split pecan wood. The wood, almost
as dense and BTU-bearing as the bituminous coal, could make the stove
glow pink at night.
After my father installed a
furnace in the dairy barn in the late
1960s, however, neither brother was
in any hurry to return to their piles
of split pecan and lumpy coal.
All the heat they ever wanted
was, literally, at their dial-turning
fingertips in the dairy barn.
My siblings and I had a similar
revelation when we became aware of
electric blankets.
Our comfort, nay, our very sur-

vival, depended on electricity and
our parents, downstairs and warm,
had given us coal oil? Oh, the cries
that went up!
Soon three electric blankets–one
for Richard and David’s bed, one for
Perry and my bed, and one for Miss
Sunshine Across the Hall’s bed–appeared.
From then on, our biggest worry
each evening was who among us
would brave the arctic upstairs to
switch on the three, life-sustaining
blankets.
Of no concern at any time,
however, was being immolated in
a roaring fire started by extension
cords plugged into extension cords

that ran from our toasty blankets
under several rugs to each room’s
only electrical outlet in a makeshift
closet.
Should we have worried?
Of course, but I don’t remember worrying about anything once
tucked into our pre-warmed nests of
flannel, wool, and innocence.
***
(Editor’s note: Readers are
invited to reach Alan Guebert at
agcomm@farmandfoodfile.com
or write us at editorial@americanfarm.com. Mr. Guebert’s views
are his own and do not necessarily
reflect those of American Farm
Publications.)

Some producers are doing this
with various meat products and
produce. This is a great way of
helping the bottom line of your
operation.
Understanding market trends and
adjusting to those trends is also an
important part of the profit equation.
How do you set prices for your
products? Do you adjust those prices
based on what is going on in the
market place? How do you compete
with the normal retail channels?
All of these things need to be
thought about and decided upon
prior to the point when you find
yourself in the middle of your
production cycle.
So as we enter 2022 and the
beginning of another calendar year,
why not take the time to closely
evaluate your operation.
Check with your input suppliers
to verify where they stand and
what they see as the outlook for the
coming year.
If possible, you may want to
consider locking in some input prices
if possible, or even some output

prices as well.
Utilize all the resources at your
disposal and lay out a plan for the
coming year.
This year, 2022, is shaping up to
be a year that is different than what

we typically see and the best way to
proceed is with a well thought-out
plan.
With that in mind, I want to wish
you and yours the happiest, healthy
and most prosperous New Year!

Contact us for pricing and
availability
717-626-9771
StoneSales@RohrersQuarry.com

56th Annual Convention
Mar-Del Watermelon
Association
Friday, Feb 4th &
Saturday, Feb 5th, 2022
Hyatt Regency Chesapeake Bay Resort
Cambridge, Maryland
** Grower Seminars and Queen Contest**

Dry Lime
Dry Lime Spreading
High Calcium
Extra Fine, Fast Acting
PA Dept. of Ag Certified
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Damp Lime

Barn Dry

Bulk Loads Delivered Bulk Loads Delivered
High Calcium
High Calcium
Moisture Absorbent
Broadcast Spreader
Anti-Slip
Ready
PA Dept. of Ag Certified

Rohrer’s Quarry lime products are mined from the Epler formation located at 70 Lititz
Rd, Lititz, PA using no additives, and can be used in organic farming operations.

For more Information and
Registration Forms,
Please visit our website @
www.mardelwatermelon.org
Or Contact our Secretary at 410-749-9587
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Secretaries ...
Continued from Page 2

seen fields where they weren’t even
picked because they couldn’t get
enough field hands to do it and we’ve
seen store shelves that are empty because they just can’t do it.”
“The fact that wages are continually going up and yet if this applies at the
marketside the prices for farmers are
not keeping up in some of these sectors
with what they have to pay for some
of the labor rates that they’re doing so
there’s a big big squeeze.”
Fisher added there are some ag
sectors that are doing well but “the big
question is how do our farmers adapt
in terms of what it is they grow and
produce to be able to take advantage of
capitalizing when these shifting trends
come upon us.”
Fisher said getting state departments and federal government to coordinate to provide resources to farmers
was a secondary challenge.
Redding said the labor issue was
present well before the pandemic and
along with people out due to COVID,
the “great resignation” has impacted
Pennsylvania greatly.
“We see folks who are retiring
earlier they’re ready to step away or
step into another industry we are in
competition for the skills and competencies,” he said.

In addressing the shortages, the
consensus among the secretaries was
more farmers are looking at the federal
H2A program or their labor needs
which is putting more pressure on
the federal program and also creating
issues of competitiveness.
Bartenfelder said the Mid-Atlantic
states are often at a disadvantage to
southern states who have a lower
wage rate requirement but are able to
sell and deliver food throughout the
east coast.
“You’re competing with those
states when all other input costs are
the same and continue to rise and you
have you know $3 an hour wage difference or something like that really
hurts farmers and producers ability
in Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania to be able to be
competitive price-wise with the other
states and farmers in that business.”
Scuse said along with finding new
workers every year, keeping existing
employees remains a challenge.
“With the (poultry) plants alone
we’ve had to provide all kinds of
information on COVID testing the
vaccinations we’ve had to provide it
in four and five different languages
it had to be creative on how to get the
workers are vaccinated because it was
a great reluctance to get vaccinated so
we actually had to to look at bringing
whole families and to get them vaccinated and protected,” Scuse said. “So
it’s not just about getting an increased
workforce but how do we keep the

workforce that we have.”
Redding said he looks at the issue
in three stages.
There’s the immediate need of farm
labor and that takes advocating at the
federal level to aid farmers in getting
migrant workers but farther out is
establishing and growing apprenticeships and building career pathways
for people.
Education about agriculture in
schools and to the public is the third
area showing what opportunities are
available.
Sheely then moved the conversation to technology in agriculture.
Scuse lead off with the right-torepair issue where farmers want to be
able to repair on their own precision
agriculture instruments in new equipment.
“They’re spending two $300,000
on a tractor five $600,000 on a combine and they don’t have the ability to
work on that equipment themselves
they have to call the dealer or take that
equipment back to the dealer because
you have to have codes in order to
work on that equipment so you know
that that’s a major issue because there’s
a high cost now for these companies to
come out and work on your equipment
$100 an hour and up,” Scuse said. “The
technology is great but if you can’t
access that technology to work on that
equipment yourself it’s a big financial
impact for our producers.”
All the secretaries agreed expanding rural broadband access was a

crucial need for farmers.
Fisher said even in the most populated state in the country, it’s an issue
in certain areas.
“The difficulty for us is that we’re
not considered rural and yet you all
know that we have areas in New Jersey
that are as rural as Kansas in terms of
what they grow and how they live and
so our challenge is to make sure that
we are working towards making sure
that it’s rolled out across the entire
state,” Fisher said.
Redding said beyond technology
in equipment, using it to establish
an animal identification program for
biosecurity is necessary.
“We need a national policy and nationwide standard. The risk of African
Swine Fever high-path AI — pick one
of your emerging diseases — we are
so susceptible and vulnerable without
that traceability from technology,”
Redding said.
When Sheely asked what areas the
state departments need to work together on, Scuse brought the conversation
back to labor.
“Historically we do not have anywhere near enough H2A workers in
this country,” Scuse said. “There’s a
cap and we need to work together to
get that cap substantially increased to
ensure an adequate workers supply
across the whole United States.”
The states all have need for more
skilled trade workers, too.
“We do not have enough diesel mechanics we do not have enough welders we do not have enough technicians
in agriculture now in our workforce
for the needs that we have and I think
it’s something that we all can work on
together,” Scuse added.
Fisher said the state departments
can advocate for more Farm Bill funding for support of specialty crop growers and better access to those crops.
“The whole country needs to understand that specialty crops is pretty
much everything we grow besides the
major row props in this country and so
when the next Farm Bill comes out I
believe we need a much larger allocation so that we can move these monies
to fruits and vegetables which everyone is talking about getting into our
lives in food deserts and food justice
and in so many areas in our lives and
in our states that the understanding
that specially crops is way more than
what it sounds like,” Fisher said. “And
it’s actually where much more money
should be flowing so that we can do
these policies that are in the front of
everyone’s agenda in these states in
terms of many of the areas of policy
that are evolving currently.”
Bartenfelder said states need to
continue to coordinate advocacy for
more federal funds for Chesapeake
Bay restoration.
Bartenfelder has hosted meetings
between the agriculture departments
of the bay watershed states that have
been very beneficial in working together.
“It turned into an all day type
event where we discussed what our
problems are what, what’s facing our
different states and how we could
See SECRETARIES
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Know-it-alls never do
I have a hard time taking advice.
I gladly accept advice from people
who have far more experience than
myself but when people start telling
me how to do things they’ve never
done before, I stop listening.
Conversely, I’ve always found it
frustrating that people who really
are experts in their field go out of
their way to keep their secrets to
themselves.
In all the years I’ve been trying to
become a better leatherworker and
engraver I’ve had dozens of some of
the best saddle makers and engravers
in the country in my shop and I can
count on one hand the times one of
them has told me one of their secrets
on how to do something.
My wife and I have always been

Battle ...
Continued from Page 11

and electronic prepayment systems
— changes that could save travelers
about $9 million by 2023 and about $13
million by 2040.
However, the faster solution would
be inspecting the ferry, hiring staff to
run it and restringing the cable.
“If agreement regarding the Virginia side access issue is reached, service
could potentially restart within weeks,”
the study said.
Libby Devlin, a co-owner of Rockland Farm, said in an interview that the
Virginia property used as a landing has
been in her family since 1817.
After the ferry service expanded
the landing in 2004 — without her
permission, Devlin says — years-long
negotiations culminated in a lawsuit
in 2009 followed by a ruling last year
that White’s Ferry had trespassed.
The farm was awarded more than
$100,000 in damages.
After the ruling and subsequent ferry closure, Devlin said Rockland made
a variety of offers, including buying the
ferry, selling a permanent easement for
$2 million, charging a 50-cent fee per
vehicle, or entering binding arbitration
to resolve the dispute. She said the offers were rebuffed.
“I don’t know why the ferry’s been
closed this long,” she said. “The new
owner is holding the ferry hostage.
I believe our offers have been very
reasonable and the ferry should have
been opened long ago. And if he thinks
they’re unreasonable, why not go into
binding arbitration with us?”
Chuck Kuhn, chief executive of JK
Moving Services, has conserved more
than 4,000 acres in Loudoun and other
Virginia counties, and he bought the
ferry in February.
Once the land dispute is settled, he
said, the service could reopen within
30 days.
“We did not buy the ferry with the
intention of getting rich,” he said. “We
purchased the ferry because we did not
want to see the ferry removed from the
river and done away with forever.”

IT’S THE
PITTS
By LEE PITTS
savers, not spenders, so when we
started out we saved money by
living in some less-than-desirable
neighborhoods with less than
desirable neighbors.
One next door neighbor was
a portly guy whose yard was
overgrown with weeds, an old boat
was parked in the front yard and his
Kuhn said negotiations with Rockland are at an impasse after he offered
to buy the farm for $13.5 million —
more than its appraised value. He said
he’s unwilling to pay $2 million for
an easement or 50 cents per vehicle,
because the “economics of what they’re
proposing are unreasonable” and
because Rockland wants the right to
cancel the contract at any time.
Devlin said Kuhn offered to buy
the farm before he bought the ferry,
and the offer had since been rescinded.
She also said cancellation rights
were not a current contract term. “I find
it hard to believe that the fare (which
has not been raised in many years) is
so inelastic that people would not pay
an additional 50 cents,” she wrote in
an email.
Kuhn also objected to characterizations of Rockland as a “struggling
local farm,” pointing out that it’s partly
owned by hedge fund manager Peter
Brown, Devlin’s brother, while Devlin
is a “very minority shareholder.”
(Brown declined to comment.)
“I had no idea how difficult Peter
Brown and his partners would be to
negotiate with,” Kuhn said. “He’s a
very experienced businessperson.”
Devlin said her brother is a “passive
shareholder” — but the size of his stake
is irrelevant, because the farm’s owners
want “to keep it in the family.”
“I don’t know if (Kuhn is) fantasizing about other people’s money when
I’m the one he dealt with,” she said.
“I live here. I work here. I make the
decisions.”
With Kuhn and Devlin unable to
reach an agreement, former ferry
owner Herbert O. Brown, whose family
operated the ferry for decades, supported Kuhn in a Loudoun Times-Mirror
opinion piece.
He wrote that no owner could
operate the ferry as a business based
on Rockland’s demands, and that the
landing “was considered public” for
more than two centuries.
“I got rid of a headache, but I’m still
involved as much as I can,” he said in
an interview. “It was in the family for
75 years. . I hated to close it, but it just
made no sense to go to work.”
Kuhn has advocated that Loudoun
take the property through eminent do-

house looked like it would fall down
in the next earthquake.
On the other hand, we kept a tidy
place and every time I’d start a new
project whether it was painting the
house or working on my truck the
uninvited neighbor would come over
and start telling me how to do it.
I quickly learned that free advice
was the costliest kind.
When we finally had enough
money to buy 100 cows we leased
a run-down ranch because it was
cheap.
I wasn’t going to spend our
money on another man’s place so I
didn’t waste any on improvements.
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main, an option Devlin opposes.
In a December newsletter, Loudoun
County Board Chair Phyllis J. Randall (D-At Large) said the board is
“not talking about eminent domain.”
Loudoun County spokesman Glen
Barbour said in an email that “there
has been no further direction from the
Board of Supervisors.”
“Board members reiterated that the
parties involved should work together
to find a solution that would result
in the resumption of ferry services,”
Barbour wrote. “The County remains
hopeful that the ferry will operate
again as the County has recognized the
significance of the ferry to the region’s
transportation network.”
As the ferry languishes, both sides
of the crossing are struggling. Hannah
Henn, the Montgomery County Department of Transportation’s deputy
director for policy, said Poolesville was
“harder hit from the closure of the ferry
than from covid.”
“We are neutral on who is operating the ferry, but we are focused on
the fact that reopening it is a key to
our transportation efforts,” she said.
“The legal hurdles are really all on the
Virginia side.”
Eric Rose, who has run Bassett’s
Restaurant in Poolesville for more than
three years, said business is down 20
percent amid the pandemic and the
ferry’s closure.
Though the restaurant’s website
says it’s “minutes from . historic
(White’s) Ferry,” the hundreds of cars
that used to stream by Bassett’s daily
simply don’t these days.
Rose said he “thought this ferry
issue would be done a while ago.”
“I think they both just need to come
to the table,” he said. “Think about
the communities this both affects and
not just about money. There’s a lot of
lives, families and businesses that are
affected by this, and I think both sides
need to come to an agreement.”
In the meantime, commuters such
as Armstrong will continue to seek
out alternative ways to cross the river.
She’s not optimistic after months of
failed negotiations, but she continues
to hope for a breakthrough.
“I expect in six months we’ll still be
in same place,” she said.

BEST-IN-CLASS
MICROBIAL
PACKAGE
NUTRITIONAL
BOOSTING
BACTERIA

CONTACT
KIM SEARS
302-841-4850
TIDEWATER SEED
AN AXIS SEED

INDEPENDENT REGIONAL COMPANY

Easton, MD
tidewaterseed.com
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AUCTIONS

WYTHE LIVESTOCK
AUCTION
WYTHE, VA
JANUARY 6, 2022

Feeder Cattle 107 head
Feeder Steers 35 head
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 1
400- 500 lbs 142.00
500- 600 lbs 133.00-144.00
600- 700 lbs 143.00
700- 800 lbs 115.00
800- 900 lbs 121.00
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 2
500- 600 lbs 148.00-150.00
600- 700 lbs 140.00
Feeder Holstein Steers 2
head
Feeder Holstein Steers Large
2-3
800- 900 lbs 85.00
900-1000 lbs 60.00
Feeder Heifers 40 head
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1
200- 300 lbs 128.00-135.00
300- 400 lbs 128.00-139.00
400- 500 lbs 127.00
500- 600 lbs 125.50
600- 700 lbs 117.00
700- 800 lbs 117.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 2
600- 700 lbs 126.50
Feeder Bulls 30 head
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 1
200- 300 lbs 165.00
300- 400 lbs 156.00
400- 500 lbs 144.00-154.00
500- 600 lbs 136.00
600- 700 lbs 128.00
700- 800 lbs 114.00
800- 900 lbs 92.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 2
300- 400 lbs 142.00-158.00
400- 500 lbs 151.00
500- 600 lbs 132.00
600- 700 lbs 90.00
800- 900 lbs 75.00
Slaughter Cattle 59 head
Slaughter Cows 45 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker 7580% Lean
850-1200 lbs 58.00-63.00
1200-1600 lbs 60.00-68.00
Slaughter Cows Breaker High
Yielding
1200-1600 78.00-88.00
Slaughter Cows Boner 8085% Lean
800-1200 lbs 62.00-67.00
1200-2000 lbs 67.00-72.00
Slaughter Cows Boner High
Yielding
1200-2000 lbs 75.00-76.00
Slaughter Cows Lean 85-90%
Lean
750- 850 lbs 39.00-58.00
850-1200 lbs 35.00-65.00
Slaughter Bulls 14 head
Slaughter Bulls YG 1-2
1000-1500 lbs 80.00-88.00
1500-2500 lbs 78.00-94.00
Slaughter Bulls High Yielding
1000-1500 lbs 106.00
1500-2500 lbs 103.00-109.00
Cows Returned To Farm 6
head
Medium and Large 1, 3-12
years old
945-1250 lbs 510.00-820.00
per head
Cows With Calves At Side 2
pair
Medium and Large 1, 3-4
years old with calves 100-150
lbs
800-1100 lbs 420.00-785.00
per pair
Calves Returned To Farm 4
head
Holstein Bulls
70- 100 lbs 25.00 per head

ABINGDON LIVESTOCK
AUCTION
ABINGDON, VA
JANUARY 7, 2022
Feeder Cattle 280 head
Feeder Steers 100 head
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 1
200- 300 lbs 150.00
300- 400 lbs 150.00-160.00
400- 500 lbs 157.00-165.00
500- 600 lbs 151.00-173.00
600- 700 lbs 145.00-160.00
700- 800 lbs 127.00-153.00
800- 900 lbs 131.00-139.00
900-1000 lbs 136.00
1000-1100 lbs 107.00
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 2
400- 500 lbs 135.00
500- 600 lbs 128.00-157.00
600- 700 lbs 110.00-155.00
700- 800 lbs 118.00-143.00
800- 900 lbs 131.00
900-1000 lbs 100.00
1000-1100 lbs 95.00
Feeder Holstein Steers 10
head
Feeder Holstein Steers Large
2-3
300- 400 lbs 85.00-102.00
400- 500 lbs 105.00-117.00
500- 600 lbs 113.00
700- 800 lbs 71.00
800- 900 lbs 66.00
Feeder Heifers 125 head
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1
200- 300 lbs 139.00
300- 400 lbs 140.00-141.00
400- 500 lbs 137.00-140.00
500- 600 lbs 107.00-141.00
600- 700 lbs 117.50-134.00
700- 800 lbs 100.00-128.00
800- 900 lbs 104.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 2
200- 300 lbs 129.00-133.00
300- 400 lbs 130.00
400- 500 lbs 107.50-140.00
500- 600 lbs 107.00-117.00
600- 700 lbs 97.00-130.00
700- 800 lbs 80.00-127.00
Feeder Bulls 45 head
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 1
200- 300 lbs 150.00
300- 400 lbs 166.00
400- 500 lbs 142.00-146.00
500- 600 lbs 142.00-152.00
600- 700 lbs 131.00-151.00
700- 800 lbs 122.00-126.00
800- 900 lbs 110.00-114.00
900-1000 lbs 88.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 2
300- 400 lbs 129.00-150.00
400- 500 lbs 123.00-140.00
500- 600 lbs 113.00-143.00
600- 700 lbs 119.00
800- 900 lbs 75.00
Slaughter Cattle 62 head
Slaughter Cows 57 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker 7580% Lean
850-1200 lbs 57.00-66.00
1200-1600 lbs 58.00-68.00
Slaughter Cows Breaker High
Yielding
1200-1600 lbs 74.00-78.00
Slaughter Cows Boner 8085% Lean
800-1200 lbs 64.00
1200-2000 lbs 70.00
Slaughter Cows Boner High
Yielding
1200-2000 lbs 74.00
Slaughter Cows Lean 85-90%
Lean
750- 850 lbs 42.00-54.00
850-1200 lbs 45.00-67.00
Slaughter Bulls 5 head
Slaughter Bulls YG 1-2
1000-1500 lbs 75.00-81.00
1500-2500 lbs 75.00
Slaughter Bulls High Yielding
1000-1500 lbs 95.00
1500-2500 lbs 98.00

WINCHESTER
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
WINCHESTER, VA
JANUARY 10, 2022
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 1
313 lbs 175.00
390 lbs 165.00
488 lbs 175.00
559 lbs 167.50
633 lbs 160.00
755-758 lbs 141.00-143.00
855 lbs 135.00-142.50
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 2
390 lbs 155.00
427-430 lbs 140.00-162.50
470-480 lbs 130.00-140.00
515 lbs 140.00
555 lbs 162.50
635 lbs 146.00
728 lbs 141.00
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 3
543 lbs 141.00
660 lbs 75.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1
318 lbs 130.00
376 lbs 139.00
532 lbs 124.00
705 lbs 119.00
830-840 lbs 114.00-125.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1-2
559 lbs 145.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 2
Head Wt Range Avg Wt
343 lbs 125.00
429 lbs 144.00
495 lbs 130.00
547 lbs 134.00
568 lbs 120.00
651 lbs 115.00
751 lbs 121.00
811 lbs 122.00

Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 3
390 lbs 130.00
445 lbs 121.00
452 lbs 125.00
595 lbs 121.00
630 lbs 125.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 1
460-465 lbs 160.00-165.00
525 lbs 158.00
653 lbs 144.00
733 lbs 136.00
840 lbs 124.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 2
320 lbs 150.00
463 lbs 165.00
590 lbs 140.00
635 lbs 110.00
735 lbs 130.00
835 lbs 127.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 3
320 lbs 165.00
415 lbs 120.00
550 lbs 145.00
666 lbs 131.00
Slaughter Cattle 118 head
Slaughter Cows 108 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker 7580% Lean
1200-1600 56.00-68.00
Slaughter Cows Boner 8085% Lean
800-1200 49.00-54.00
1200-2000 50.00-60.00
Slaughter Bulls 10 head
Slaughter Bulls YG 1-2
1500-2500 87.00-94.00
Slaughter Bulls High Yielding
1500-2500 94.00-103.00
Cows Returned To Farm 14
head
Medium and Large 1-2, 2-8
months bred, 4 years to aged
1000-1500 650.00-900.00
per head
Slaughter Lambs 14 head

Spring, Wooled Choice and
Prime
80- 110 lbs 370.00
110- 125 lbs 300.00-335.00
Goats 42 head
Kids Selection No 1-2
40-60 lbs 435.00-440.00
Slaughter Bucks Selection
No 1-2
150- 250 lbs 260.00-270.00
Slaughter Does Selection No
1-2
100- 150 lbs 280.00
150- 250 lbs 210.00
Slaughter Hogs 1 head
Barrows and Gilts US 1-3
190- 210 lbs 61.00
VINTAGE SALE
STABLES INC
EAST PARADISE, PA
JANUARY 11, 2022
SLAUGHTER CATTLE
Breakers
1410-1900 lbs. 62.00-58.00
Boner
1200-1535 lbs. 53.00-60.00
Lean
910-1485 lbs. 48.00-55.00
FEEDER DAIRY CALVES
BULLS
#1
80-85 lbs. beef cross 200.00280.00
90-95 lbs. 107.00-130.00
90-95 lbs. beef cross 250.00300.00
102-103 lbs. 135.00
100-105 lbs. beef cross
200.00-310.00
111 lbs. 130.00
110-115 lbs. beef cross
175.00-260.00
121 lbs. 120.00
120 lbs. beef cross 190.00210.00
130 lbs. beef cross 210.00

WEEKLY BASIS - JANUARY 14
Commodity

Price

Basis

Commodity

Price

Basis

#2
70-75 lbs. beef cross 105.00110.00
83 lbs. 92.00
85 lbs. beef cross 145.00
90-95 lbs. 105.00-120.00
90-95 lbs. beef cross 85.00145.00
101 lbs. 125.00
100-105 lbs. beef cross
100.00-195.00
113 lbs. 117.00
110-115 lbs. beef cross
140.00-155.00
120 lbs. beef cross 150.00
#3
50 lbs. jersey 5.00
84 lbs. 107.00
96 lbs. 92.00
109 lbs. 90.00
100 lbs. jersey 12.00
Utility
73 lbs. 25.00
84 lbs. 95.00
95 lbs. 87.00
HEIFERS
#1
85 lbs. 20.00
80-85 lbs. beef cross 165.00220.00
91 lbs. 25.00
90-95 lbs. beef cross 190.00220.00
103 lbs. 30.00
100-105 lbs. beef cross
185.00-240.00
112 lbs. 30.00
110-115 lbs. beef cross
165.00-220.00
#2
82 lbs. 15.00
80 lbs. beef cross 100.00
95 lbs. 20.00
90-95 lbs. beef cross 120.00150.00
100 lbs. beef cross 160.00
110 lbs. beef cross 185.00
Utility/Non-Tubing
65 lbs. 5.00
75 lbs. 10.00
GREENCASTLE
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
GREENCASTLE, PA
JANUARY 10, 2022

CATTLE 576 Hd.
SLAUGHTER
STEERS
Kalmbach Feeds - Shippensburg, PA High Choice & Prime 2-3
1500-1716 lbs. 140.00-147.50
Corn
$6.20 30.00
Choice 2-3
Laurel Grain Company - Laurel, DE
1400-1732 lbs. 125.00-134.00
Corn
$6.50 60.00
PA Grain Processing - Clearfield, PA Select 2-3
1186-1458 lbs. 116.00-132.00
Wheat
$7.28 -15.00
Corn
$6.05
15.00
HOLTEIN STEERS
Soybeans
$13.37 -50.00
High Choice & Prime 2-3
The Mennel Milling Co - Roanoke, VA 1322-1550 lbs. 116.00-123.00
Choice 2-3
Wheat
$8.43 100.00
Smithfield Grain- East - Petersburg, VA
1302-1494 lbs. 110.00-118.00
Select 2-3
Corn
$5.77 0.00
The Mennel Milling Co - West Point, VA 1158-1490 lbs. 97.00-106.00
Wheat
$7.90 -50.00
HEIFERS
Corn
$5.40 -20.00
High Choice & Prime 2-3
Soybeans
$12.78 15.00
1316-1540 lbs. 140.00-148.50
Soybeans
$12.62 -40.00
Choice 2-3
Wheat
$7.20 -20.00
1352-1504 lbs. 135.00-136.00
Triple-M-Farms - Lebanon, PA
Select 2-3
Corn
$5.90 0.00
1152-1240 lbs. 101.00-115.00
Augusta
Farmers
CoopWeyers
Cave,
VA
Soybeans
$13.13 -65.00
SLAUGHTER COWS
Breakers 64.00-69.50
Soybeans
$13.14 0.00
Boner 63.00-69.00
Corn
$5.80 0.00
Lean 85-90 lbs. 49.00-57.00
SLAUGHTER BULLS
YG 1
1050-1916 lbs. 80.00-94.00
FEEDER CATTLE
All prices per cwt
STEERS
Medium & Large 1
300-400 lbs. 137.50-145.00
400-500 lbs. 147.50-165.00
500-600 lbs. 150.00
650-700 lbs. 127.50
Broiler growers in the United States weekly program placed 850-900 lbs. 133.00-135.00
& Large 2
185 million chicks for meat production during the week ending Medium
200-250 lbs. 127.50
January 8, 2022, down 2 percent from a year ago.
HOLSTEIN STEERS
Large 3
200-300 lbs. 105.00-111.00
350-450 lbs. 89.00-114.00
600-700 lbs. 82.00-84.00

Scoular - Richmond, VA
Soybeans
$12.34 -15.00

BROILER REPORT

Down Two Percent
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AUCTIONS

800-900 lbs. 86.00-93.00
HEIFERS
Medium & Large 1
200-250 lbs. 115.00-120.00
350-450 lbs. 107.50-130.00
450-550 lbs. 115.00-127.50
550-650 lbs. 117.50-125.00
650-700 lbs. 106.00-120.00
850-900 lbs. 115.00
Medium & Large 2
650-750 lbs. 80.00-82.50
BULLS
Medium & Large 1
200-300 lbs. 135.00
350-450 lbs. 115.00-127.50
500-600 lbs. 130.00-1575.0
600-700 lbs. 117.50-135.00
700-900 lbs. 90.00-110.00
CALVES
Holstein Bulls
#1
96-120 lbs. 135.00-160.00
84-94 lbs. 115.00-130.00
#2
96-120 lbs. 95.0-135.00
84-94 lbs. 50.00-100.00
#2
78-120 lbs. 15.00-50.00
Utility
70-100 lbs. 5.00-20.00
Holstein Heifers
76-100 lbs. 20.00-35.00
Beef Type Calves Bulls/
Heifers
80-100 lbs. 170.00-280.00
SLAUGHTER SHEEP
All prices per cwt
LAMBS
Choice 1-3
40-60 lbs. 430.00
60-80 lbs. 385.00-430.00
80-100 lbs. 350.00-400.00
100-120 lbs. 280.00-380.00
EWES
Good 1-3
100-180 lbs. 165.00-240.00
Utility 150-180 lbs. 115.00165.00
RAMS
100-200 lbs. 205.00
SLAUGHTER GOATS
All prices per Head
KIDS
Selection 1
15-20 lbs. 57.50
20-40 lbs. 80.00
40-60 lbs. 195.00-240.00
60-80 lbs. 280.00-300.00
80-100 lbs. 330.00
Selection 2
40-60 lbs. 130.00-225.00
60-80 lbs. 250.00
NANNIES
Selection 1
80-130 lbs. 245.00-280.00
130-200 lbs. 270.00-300.00
Selection 2
80-130 lbs. 165.00-235.00
BILLIES
Selection 1
100-150 lbs. 330.00
150-250 lbs. 355.00-295.00
Selection 2
250.00-270.00
WETHERS
Selection 1
150-250 lbs. 360.00
Selection 2
100-150 lbs. 250.00-260.00
LYNCHBURG WEEKLY
FEEDER CATTLE SALE
LYNCHBURG, VA
JANUARY 10, 2022
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 1
349 lbs 195.00
457-462 lbs 176.00-184.00
549 lbs 165.25
570 lbs 156.00
642 lbs 153.75
675 lbs 142.50
737 lbs 144.75
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 2
320 lbs 174.00
360 lbs 192.00
442 lbs 179.00-186.50
540 lbs 150.00
550 lbs 165.50

636-640 lbs 146.00-158.50
740 lbs 138.00
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 3
362 lbs 147.00
448 lbs 145.50
549 lbs 145.00
660 lbs 150.00
Feeder Steers Small 1
370 lbs 133.00
451 lbs 132.00
538 lbs 123.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1
366 lbs 157.50
455 lbs 146.50
543-547 lbs 129.00-138.75
644-647 lbs 125.00-127.50
738 lbs 124.50
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 2
352-375 lbs 149.50-159.00
410 lbs 147.00
453 lbs 149.50
541 lbs 132.00-38.75
640 lbs 132.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 3
362-385 lbs 143.00-144.00
444 lbs 140.50
537 lbs 133.00
633 lbs 124.00
705 lbs 118.00
Feeder Heifers Small 1
367 lbs 144.50
445 lbs 134.50
547 lbs 114.00
647 lbs 115.00
700 lbs 114.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 1
344 lbs 188.50
415-435 lbs 168.00-185.50
484 lbs 169.75
565-575 lbs 153.00-157.25
625 lbs 147.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 2
339 lbs 189.50
350 lbs 179.00
419 lbs 183.50
492 lbs 170.25
566 lbs 148.00-157.00
636 lbs 142.00
Feeder Bulls Small 1
315 lbs 137.00
405 lbs 136.50
470 lbs 133.00
560 lbs 122.50
Slaughter Cattle 188 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker 7580% Lean
850-1200 lbs 65.00-70.00
1200-1600 lbs 64.00-74.50
Slaughter Cows Boner 8085% Lean
800-1200 lbs 64.00-71.00
1200-2000 lbs 58.00-71.50
Slaughter Cows Lean 85-90%
Lean
750- 850 lbs 51.00
850-1200 lbs 50.00-64.00
Slaughter Bulls 20 head
Slaughter Bulls YG 1-2
1000-1500 lbs 81.00-94.00
1500-2500 lbs 86.50-98.50
MIDDLEBURG
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
MIDDLEBURG, PA
JANUARY 11, 2022
CATTLE 278 Hd.
SLAUGHTER
STEERS
High Choice & Prime 2-3
1390-1625 lbs. 135.00-140.50
Choice 2-3
1220-1630 lbs. 124.00-135.00
High Select & Low Choice
2-3
1205-1520 lbs. 117.00-126.00
Select 2-3
1100-1590 lbs. 105.00-120.00
HOLSTEIN STEERS
High Choice & Prime 2-3
1425-1695 lbs. 112.00-125.00
Choice 2-3
1410-1660 lbs. 107.00-112.00
Select 2-3
1075-1590 lbs. 77.00-87.00
HEIFERS

High Choice & Prime 2-3
1225-1590 lbs. 132.00-137.50
Choice 2-3
1205-1510 lbs. 122.00-133.00
High Select & Low Choice
2-3
1215-1320 lbs. 125.00-126.00
Select 2-3
1185-1530 lbs. 110.00-122.00
COWS
Breakers 58.00-67.00
Boner 58.00-67.00
Lean 47.00-55.00
BULLS
YG 1
1200-2065 lbs. 70.00-88.00
FEEDER CATTLE
All prices are per cwt
STEERS
Medium & Large 2
250-350 lbs. 110.00-120.00
400-450 lbs. 112.00
1090 lbs. 82.00
DAIRY BREED STEERS &
BULLS
Large 3
200-300 lbs. 70.00-110.00
350-450 lbs. 57.00-75.00
600-700 lbs. 66.00-82.00
800-1000 lbs. 80.00-82.00
DAIRY BRED HEIFERS
Large 3
350-450 lbs. 70.00-72.00
500-550 lbs. 85.00
800-900 lbs. 60.00-67.00
HEIFERS
Medium & Large 1
250-350 lbs. 107.00-122.00
Medium & Large 2
250-300 lbs. 95.00
450-500 lbs. 102.00-115.00
BULLS
Medium & Large 2
200-300 lbs. 115.00-125.00
950-1000 lbs. 80.00
CALVES
Holstein Bulls
#1
95-120 lbs. 105.00-140.00
85-90 lbs. 100.00-120.00
#2
95-120 lbs. 95.00-130.00
85-90 lbs. 65.00-100.00
#3
70-115 lbs. 15.00-90.00
Utility 70-90 lbs. 5.00-10.00
Holstein Heifers
85-125 lbs. 20.00-25.00
Beef Type Bulls & Heifers
80-120 lbs. 180.00-310.00
Holstein/Angus Cross
70-100 lbs. 120.00-290.00
SLAUGHTER HOGS
BARROWS & GILTS
52-56% lean
250-300 lbs. 82.00-92.00
48-52% lean
250-300 lbs. 65.00-84.00
300-350 lbs. 72.00-84.00
COLORED HOGS
52-56% lean
250-300 lbs. 90.00-96.00
SOWS
Good 1-2
500-700 lbs. 63.00-69.00
Utility
300-600 lbs. 10.00-45.00
BOARS
300-500 lbs. 5.00
FEEDER PIGS
US 1-2
40-60 lbs. 47.00
US 2
10-15 lbs. 5.00-10.00
20-30 lbs. 20.00-22.00
Utility
40-60 lbs. 10.00-32.00
SLAUGHTER SHEEP
All prices per cwt
LAMBS
Choice 1-3
40-60 lbs. 425.00
60-80 lbs. 395.00-430.00
80-100 lbs. 340.00-395.00
120-160 lbs. 285.00-305.00
EWES
Good 1-3
100-250 lbs. 175.00-245.00
Utility
150-250 lbs. 200.00
RAMS
100-200 lbs. 180.00-185.00
SLAUGHTER GOATS

Sold on estimated weights
KIDS
Selection 1
60-80 lbs. 235.00-335.00
80-100 lbs. 280.00-335.00
Selection 2
20-40 lbs. 115.00-150.00
40-60 lbs. 135.00-225.00
60-80 lbs. 180.00-270.00
Selection 3
40-60 lbs. 75.00-135.00
60-80 lbs. 170.00
NANNIES
Selection 1
80-130 lbs. 255.00-305.00
130-200 lbs. 285.00-360.00
Selection 2
80-130 lbs. 240.00-350.00
Selection 3
80-130 lbs. 260.00-265.00
BILLIES
Selection 1
100-150 lbs. 525.00
Selection 3
100-150 lbs. 225.00
FOUR STATES
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
HAGERSTOWN, MD
JANUARY 12, 2022
SLAUGHTER CATTLE 105
Hd.
Premium Whites 72.00-77.00
Breakers 72.00-78.00
Boners 65.00-70.00
Lean 58.00-64.00
BULLS
YG #1 1400-1900 lbs. 85.0094.00
FED STEERS
High Choice Prime
1300-1500 lbs. 140.00-144.00
1500-1700 lbs. 140.00-146.00
FED HEIFERS
High Choice & Prime
1300-1450 lbs. 130.00-142.00
High Choice Holstein
1350-1450 lbs. 124.00-130.00
Choice
1350-1450 lbs. 115.00-118.00
STOCK CATTLE
STEERS
400-600 lbs. 117.00-122.00
600-700 lbs. 120.00-140.00
700-900 lbs. 90.00-110.00
900-1000 lbs. 106.00-124.00
HEIFERS
200-400 lbs. 97.00-115.00
400-600 lbs. 105.00-130.00
600-800 lbs. 90.00-110.00
800-1000 lbs. 83.00-106.00
BULLS
200-400 lbs. 110.00-137.00
400-600 lbs. 115.00-140.00
600-700 lbs. 120.00-142.00
700-800 lbs. 95.00-115.00
1000-1100 lbs. 104.00-116.00
STOCK COWS
14 pairs 800.00-1100.00
Hereford Springer 875.00
Short Bred 700.00-1000.00
CALVES
Holstein Bulls
#1 95-115 lbs. 110.00-127.00
#1 84-94 lbs. 75.00-97.00
#2 95-115 lbs. 90.00-110.00
#2 116-122 lbs. 92.00-105.00
#2 84-94 lbs. 50.00-75.00
Beef X Bulls 90 lbs. at 215.00
Beef X Heifers 94 lbs.
150.00-175.00
BUTCHER HOGS
220-290 lbs. 79.00-86.00
325-400 lbs. 69.00-80.00
SOWS
400-500 lbs. 65.00-71.00
500-600 lbs. 60.00-66.00
STOCK BOARS
160-210 lbs. 36.00-44.00
GOATS
By the Hd.
Billies 120-160 lbs. 390.00470.00
Billies 80-100 lbs. 250.00285.00
Nannies 142 lbs. at 440.00
Nannies 90-100 lbs. 250.00285.00
KIDS
#1 50-70 lbs. 250.00-290.00
LAMBS

High Choice & Prime
50-70 lbs. 250.00-290.00
50-60 lbs. 405.00-420.00
Good & Low Choice
60-80 lbs. 345.00-395.00
80-100 lbs. 340.00-380.00
SHEEP
100-150 lbs. 180.00-230.00
150-250 lbs. 130.00-170.00
PIGS & SHOATS
By the Head
50-70 lbs. 40.00-50.00
70-100 lbs. 45.00-55.00
By the Pound
100-150 lbs. 53.00-69.00
190-230 lbs. 57.00-64.00
NEW HOLLAND
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
NEW HOLLAND, PA
JANUARY 13, 2022
CATTLE 581 Hd.
SLAUGHTER
STEERS
Choice & Prime 3-4
1360-1760 lbs. 139.00-145.00
Choice 2-3
1380-1690 lbs. 133.00-139.00
Select 2-3
1470-1635 lbs. 125.00-126.00
DAIRY STEERS
Choice & Prime 3-4
1400-1540 lbs. 107.00-108.50
Choice 2-3
1435-1485 lbs. 102.00-104.00
Select 2-3
1210-1750 lbs. 91.00-96.00
HEIFERS
Choice & Prime 3-4
1183-1625 lbs. 135.00-141.00
HEIFERS
Choice 2-3
1205-1655 lbs. 122.00-133.00
Select 2-3
1335-1735 lbs. 107.00-112.50
COWS
Breakers
1440-1980 lbs. 72.00-78.50
Boner
1265-1755 lbs. 65.00-70.50
Lean
1185-1675 lbs. 57.00-63.00
DAIRY HEIFERS
Choice & Prime 3-4
1388-1610 lbs. 101.50-106.00
Choice 2-3
1130-1185 lbs. 89.00-92.00
Select 2-3
1240-1313 lbs. 71.00-79.00
BLACKSTONE
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
BLACKSTONE, VA
JANUARY 13, 2022
CATTLE 152 Hd.
FEEDER CATTLE
STEERS
Medium & Large 1
300 lbs. 171.00
485 lbs. 159.00
500-530 lbs. 136.00160.00
557 lbs. 160.00
662 lbs. 167.00
745 lbs. 157.00
Medium & Large 2
365 lbs. 169.00
443 lbs. 160.00
553-560 lbs. 145.00158.00
620-648 lbs. 158.00169.00
740 lbs. 159.00
750 lbs. 146.00
Small 1
490 lbs. 152.00
595 lbs. 129.00
615 lbs. 110.00
HEIFERS
Medium & Large 1
471 lbs. 136.00
512 lbs. 135.00
563-583 lbs. 136.00139.00
629-635 lbs. 149.00
742 lbs. 140.00
Medium & Large 2
348 lbs. 144.50
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385-390 lbs. 131.00
432 lbs. 141.50
568 lbs. 140.00
605 lbs. 116.00
Medium & Large 3
354-375 lbs. 133.00139.00
441 lbs. 137.00
515 lbs. 131.00
Small 1
545 lbs. 117.00
BULLS
Medium & Large 1
374-395 lbs. 153.00164.00
455 lbs. 147.00
553 lbs. 154.00
645 lbs. 161.00
735 lbs. 152.00
Medium & Large 2
352 lbs. 175.00
420 lbs. 160.00
487 lbs. 150.00
590 lbs. 152.00
615 lbs. 147.00
PULASKI LIVESTOCK
FEEDER AUCTION
DUBLIN, VA
JANUARY 13, 20222
CATTLE 158 Hd.
FEEDER CATTLE
STEERS
Medium & Large 1
450 lbs. 154.00
500 lbs. 160.00
560 lbs. 166.00
780 lbs. 136.00
Medium & Large 1-2
470 lbs. 165.00
531 lbs. 166.00
568-590 lbs. 167.00175.00
644 lbs. 155.00
601 lbs. 169.00
690 lbs. 155.50
720-738 lbs. 135.00138.00
787 lbs. 139.50
808 lbs. 132.00
860 lbs. 137.50
950 lbs. 125.50
Medium & Large 2
565 lbs. 154.50
650 lbs. 139.00-153.50
815 lbs. 103.00
955 lbs. 95.00
HEIFERS
Medium & Large 1
480 lbs. 130.00
548 lbs. 132.00
595 lbs. 127.00
605-640 lbs. 111.50115.50
Medium & Large 1-2
433 lbs. 125.00
488 lbs. 135.50
556-582 lbs. 138.00141.00
613-640 lbs. 121.00127.00
675 lbs. 95.50
765-796 lbs. 122.00141.25
811-833 lbs. 125.00142.00
870 lbs. 137.25
920 lbs. 89.00
Medium & Large 2
510 lbs. 123.00
615 lbs. 106.00
790 lbs. 84.50
Small 1
405 lbs. 82.00
BULLS
Medium & Large 1
370 lbs. 152.00

IS THERE AN
AUCTION THAT YOU
LIKE TO
FOLLOW AND DON’T
SEE
LISTED?
CALL EMILY
AT (800) 634-5021
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Pitts ...

For dates of Jan. 7-13

WEATHER WATCHERS

Continued from Page 21

Every time I’d run into a certain
cattleman he told me I needed to fix
my fences and build a better loading
chute.
He also told me my bulls weren’t
good enough and I needed to
supplement more.
All this from a guy whose calves
wouldn’t weigh 400 pounds at
weaning.
I once had a great friend who
was a very talented woodworker but
who’d never worked with leather in
his life.
I’d made him several useful
objects which he liked and he asked
me if I’d make him two identical
soft-sided briefcases.
For the next week he was in my
shop daily telling me how to tool and
construct them.
One day I’d had enough and I
sat him down and said, “I want to
tell you an old story that I think is
pertinent and timely.”
It went like this: “An old cowboy
was sitting on his horse by the side
of a road when a guy drives up in a
fancy Mercedes, wearing a pair of
$500 sunglasses and an expensive
Italian suit. He stuck his head out the
window and engaged the cowboy in
some friendly chit chat. Wanting to
impress the cowboy the dude says, ‘I
bet I can tell you exactly how many
animals you have without leaving
my car and if I do will you give me
a calf?”
The old cowboy ponders this
proposal and says, “Why not?”
So the dude gets out his computer,
connects it to his cell phone and
surfs to the NASA page on the
Internet.
He uses a satellite navigation
system to get an exact fix on the
ranch which then tells a NASA
satellite to scan the area in ultra-high
resolution.
Then he downloads this
information into a special program
that counts the animals.
The dude says, “You have exactly
1,505 animals on your ranch.”
The cowboys looks at the dude in
amazement and says, “That’s exactly
right. I guess you get one of my
calves.”
So the cowboy looks on as the
dude tries to stuff the small animal
into his Mercedes.
Then the cowboy asks, “If I can
tell you exactly what business you’re
in will you give me back my calf?”
“Why not?” says the dude.
“You’re an emissary of the U.S.
government.”
“Wow. How did you know?”
asked the dude.
“I know because you showed
up even though no one called you,
you want to get paid for an answer I
already knew, to a question I never
asked.
“You tried to show how much
smarter than me you are and you
don’t know a damn thing about
cows. ... This is a flock of sheep.
Now give me back my dog.”

Andy Highland
New Midway, Md.
43, 13, .006, 0.00

Bill Grantham
Kearneysville, W.Va.
55, 6, 0.12, 0.00

MAEF Headquarters
Havre de Grace
45, 19, 0.00, 0.00

Henry Bergfelter
Vernon, Del.
51, 18, 0.45, 2.50
Kathy Ostrowski-Morris
Churchton, Md.
No Report

Bruce Bradley
Huntingtown, Md.
46, 19, 0.43, 0.00

Allen Beachy
Lincoln, Del.
50, 16, 0.47, 0.00

Kevin George
Easton, Md.
52, 21, trace, 3.00

Richard Colburn
Cambridge, Md.
48, 18, 0.35, 1.75

(Key: Reports, in order, are: High temperature; Low temperature; Rain and Snow totals for the week)
High and low temperatures are reported in degrees measured in Fahrenheit.
Precipitation measurements are reported in inches fallen for the given week.

Next reports due on
Friday, Jan. 21 (by 10 a.m.).

2022 PHOTO CONTEST ENTRY

Secretaries ...
Continued from Page 20

Emma keeps an eye on new piglets at Needwood Farm in Centreville, Md.
(Photo submitted by Jennifer Mansfield)
Send ag-related photos to The Delmarva Farmer Photo Contest, Attn: “DF PHOTO CONTEST
2022,” P.O. Box 2026 Easton, MD 21601, or e-mail them to editorial@americanfarm.com.
(in a .JPG or .EPS format) with “DF PHOTO CONTEST 2022” in the subject line. Please
identify people and animals in photos, and include photographer’s name and where photos
were taken. Winner will be chosen at the end of the year and receive a $100 check in a child’s
name of his/her choice.

work together so that effort’s already
been underway and we can do it again
and work together to better achieve our
goals,” Bartenfelder said.
Fisher added enhancing food security and promoting farming practices
that mitigate climate change as two
more areas states can unite around.
In terms of what’s most needed in
federal agricultural policy, responses
were varied.
Scuse said clarification in the budding carbon credit market is crucial to
that effort in climate change mitigation
being successful.
“How’s it going to work how are
farmers going to be able to participate
and how are we going to sell those
carbon credits? Scuse asked. “Right
now there’s a great deal of interest but
there’s no clarity. Whether you talk to
Congress or USDA or EPA everyones
going off in different directions as well
as private industry. You’ve got companies going in different directions
so they’re really does need to be some
clarity on how agriculture is going to
participate.”
Redding said creating a workforce
title within the Farm Bill would go a
long way to address agricultural labor issues and Bartenfelder seconded
Redding’s and Scuse’s points but added increased federal funding toward
Pennsylvania’s Bay cleanup work is
a priority for the whole restoration
effort.
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TRAILERS

KUBOTA B2710
TRACTOR
Kubota B2710 HSD
tractor 4WD with loader,
213 hours, completely
serviced in October.
LUMBER
$14,500.
Call Rick 410490-3614 in Berlin, MD.

RAIN FLO MULCH
LAYER
Rain Flo mulch layer with
drip line. $2,900. Shed
kept. Pictures available.
Call Darrell Hornstra Ag
LIVESTOCK
Solutions
of VA. 804514-9845.

TERRA FORCE TILLER
Terra-force tiller, 102”,
3 pt hitch, heavy duty.
Used very little, pictures
avail. $4,500. Call Darrell Hornstra Ag Solutions
LIME
of VA. 804-514-9845.

CASE IH 3650
Case IH 3650 round
baler, soft core, 5’x6’
bale size. Pictures avail.
$4,900. Call Darrell Hornstra Ag Solutions of VA.
TRAILER
804-514-9845.

RECYCLED LUMBER
40x 45 +/- 1 inch sheets
$5.00 perWANTED
sheet. Local
Wanted:
Chandler
delivery, Call
or text 856spreader,
332-0020 Barron Broth-

ANGUS COWS & BULLS
FOR
SALE CART
JD 1210A
GRAIN
Contact Roseda Farm 410JD 1210A grain cart with
472-2697, www.roseda.com,
auger.
Good shape.
or
email roseda@roseda.com

AG LIME SPREADING
IH 856
TRACTOR
Hi-Mag
& Hi-Cal
dry lime
IH 856
with
cab
Call
Toll tractor
Free Day
& Eve.
CONESTOGA
VALLEY
not
installed. Gasoline.
LIME
INC.
GoodSPREADING
T-A, independent
LANCASTER,
PA. Pictures
PTO,
new paint.
1-800-724-3277

2017 BIG TEX TRAILER
JD 920
deck over,
20 ft.MOCO
w/5 ft. extenJD 920 MOCO
flails.
sions/ramps,
tear with
weight
6,000
lbs., GV WRField
23,900
S.N. T989017.
lbs.,
$9,700
Call
410-708ready.
Sold
cattle
and
8644.
don’t need. Pictures

LIBERTY GRAIN
TRAILER
Liberty grain trailer, approx 8 ft wide and approx
34 ft long. Needs cylinder repair. Includes tarp.
Pictures
avail. $5,500.
MERCHANDISE
Call Darrell Hornstra Ag
Solutions of VA. 804-514RECYCLED ASPHALT9845.
RECYCLED CONCRETE

GREAT DANE AIR RIDE
40 foot Great Dane air
ride enclosed trailer.
Built-in 15KW generator and air compressor.
Winched loading ramp.
Partial unfinished camper
NOTICE
in the front. Make offer.
410-924-0371

EQUIPMENT

ers, Spreadmaster or
Stoltzfus spreader. Call
410-603-5166.

BUILDING
BUILDINGS

Pictures avail. $3,900.
Call Darrell Hornstra Ag
Solutions of VA. 804514-9845.

BUILDING
BUILDINGS

avail. $7,500. Call Darrell Hornstra Ag Solutions
of VA. 804-514-9845.

BUILDING
BUILDINGS

avail. $8,500. Call Darrell Hornstra Ag Solutions
of VA. 804-514-9845.

BUILDING
BUILDINGS

2 sizes to choose from.
DRYERS
GreatBATCH
for parking
lots, driveNew
used houses.
GT recirways and
& Chicken
Also available,
track
culating
batchRace
dryer.
Call
sand,for
Horse
stalldiscounts.
mix.
now
winter
Dependable
Sand
& RecyBuy
now, pay
later.
Call
cling. Call (410) 822-6363

anytime. 1-877-4220927.

BUILDING
BUILDINGS

CUSTOM PROCESSING
BEEF,
VEAL & LAMB
TRUCKS
Full service plant in Baltimore
with vacuum sealed & roll
2010 F350
stock packaging. We give
2010
F350 reg cab. 6.4L
your product a professional
diesel.
169,000
miles,
look, custom
labels,
and dry4x4
Gooseneck
agingXLT
available!
Call Evan
ready.
is, noMeat
dents.
Old LineAs
Custom
at
410-962-5530.
Pics
upon request. Still

using. $18,500. Call
410-708-0409.

BUILDING
BUILDINGS

The finest Quality at an
affordable price
Call Harvey Byler at
302-653-0300
www.bylerbuilders.net
for over 40 years

Byler Builders, Your Golden Rule Builder, specializing in large post frame
buildings in the Delmarva Peninsula. We strive to serve our customers by
designing and constructing the building of your dreams. We use the highest
quality materials and good workmanship to ensure your building stands the
test of time. We apply the Golden Rule to make sure your building is built the
way we would build ours.

* Agricultural
* Chemical & Manure Storage
* Commercial

* Equestrian

25
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EXCELERATE YOUR
TILLAGE PRODUCTIVITY!
TILLAGE IS IN HIGH DEMAND - CALL AND RESERVE YOURS TODAY!
KUHN Krause Excelerator®
The KUHN Krause Excelerator® delivers high-speed
residue cutting and soil mixing that incorporates
many tillage techniques in a single pass. With the
exclusive Excalibur® VT blades and Star Wheel™
treaders, this vertical tillage system does an
excellent job of downsizing clods, leveling soil, and
anchoring residue, while the 24/7® soil conditioning
reel finishes the seedbed preparation.

 Models In-Stock From 11’ To 30’
 Exceptional Residue Cutting
 Exclusive 4-Step Tillage Process:
Î Capture And Slice
Î Cut And Remove
Î Mix And Anchor
Î Size And Firm
 Fall Residue Management For Maximum
Winter Residue Decomposition
 Superior Spring Seedbed Preparation
In High Residue Situations

WHAT’S COMING IN?
WHAT’S ALREADY HERE?

CHECK HERE EVERY WEEK!

20’ AND 25’ EXCELERATORS
TRANSPORT AT ONLY
12’ 2” WIDE!

MIDDLETOWN, DE

260433
287226
287531
287482
251504
287469
287415
220617
68933
287446
215227
244313
220324
100408
261965
286557
211714
286436
64505

Kuhn FC3160TCS Mower Cond
KZ 3500-8 Planter
HUSTLER FASTRAK Z-Turn
GP 1500TT-15 Turbo Till
Kuhn Krause 3948-18 Disc
UM 220-24 Soil Cond
Toro TIMECUTTER MX5475 Z-Turn Mower
CIH JX1070C-C4 Cab
UM 2620 Seed Tender
GP 3000TM-30 Turbo Max
KU ZD326P-60 Z-Turn Mower
CIH PAT4440 Sprayer
CIH MAG275 MFD Cab
KU F3680-F 72” Front Mower
CV LP96 Litter Pulverizer
JD 893 8R Corn Head
CIH 2162-35 Draper
CIH 2290 2WD Cab
CIH 3412-12R Corn Head

278949
53536
72346
219191
246827
241322
247095
287283
287324
229300
287291
234662
287507
287303
67739
252514
101658
220159
206891
52745
220215

Reddick S4P 3Pt Sprayer
CIH 3408 Corn Head
CIH 2162-30 Draper
CIH 1020-25 Auger Platform
WD BB72X Rotary Cutter
NH 575 Baler
Kuhn Knight RA142 Mixer
EZ Trail 510 Grain Cart
JD 1990 Drill
WHITE WP8342H Planter
CIH 475-15 Disc
IH 656 HYDRO 2WD ROPS
KU M7060HD MFD ROPS
MF 4710 MFD ROPS
CIH 7120 Combine
GP 3000TT-30 Turbo Till
Kuhn Krause 7300-31-NR Disc
CIH 7120 Combine
GP 2SNT24 Drill
GP 3000TT-30 Turbo Till
CIH SPX3150 Sprayer

287485
287333
241072
239717
269982

FORD 1710 4WD ROPS
KU GR2100-54 Lawn Tractor
KU Z726XKW-60 Z-Turn Mower
MD FD75-35-AF Draper
KU ZG1275-54 Z-Turn Mower

286199

CIH SPX3150 Sprayer

SEAFORD, DE

CALL HOOBER
FOR ALL YO
UR
TILLAGE NEED
S!

INTERCOURSE, PA

MIDDLETOWN, DE

ASHLAND, VA

MIFFLINTOWN, PA

SEAFORD, DE

WAKEFIELD, VA

CHAMBERSBURG, PA

NEW WINDSOR, MD

POCOMOKE, MD

717-768-8231 302-378-9555 804-798-1500
717-436-6100 302-629-3075 757-899-5959
717-264-3533 410-635-2404

BUY PARTS ONLINE AT HOOBER.COM

PARTS & SERVICE

302-629-3075

ASHLAND, VA

WAKEFIELD, VA

Classifieds Sell List Today 800-634-5021
$12/week • 25 words or less

EQUIPMENT
CASE 580C
Case 580C, 4901 hours,
207 cu in Diesel engine,
excellent running condition in good working
order, starts easy, 24”
hoe bucket, shuttle
trans, 4 speed forward/
reverse. A real work
horse. Well maintained - recent maintenance includes many
new hoses, hyd piston
seals, newer battery,
new hydraulic pump,
new clutches in shuttle,
seals in loader control
valve, new brakes and
brake cylinders. It gets
less than 100 hours per
year on it here at the
farm. Upgrading to a
bigger machine. Asking
$12,500. Call or text
Brad 908-240-0721.
CONDO FOR RENT
Condo for rent in Duck,
NC. Ocean front, 4
BR/3BA, various weeks
available. Available 4th of
July. Pictures available.
Call Darrell 804-5149845.

FOR SALE
AG FEED TANKS
For sale 4 used North
East Ag Feed tanks. 16
ton capacity, excellent
condition. $1,200/each.
Located in Millington, MD.
Call Dennis 443-5157113.
CHUNK FREE ASPHALT
MILLINGS
Chunk free asphalt millings. Loads average 22
tons. $400-$575 depending on location. 443614-9065. We also have
recycled concrete and
coarse millings (similar to
#57 stone) in addition to
regular blue stone products. Call for pricing and
availability. WE SERVICE
A LARGE PORTION OF
THE SHORE.

MERCHANDISE
RECYCLED ASPHALTRECYCLED
CONCRETE
5 sizes to choose from.
Great for parking lots,
driveways & Chicken
houses. Also available,
Race track sand, Horse
stall mix. Dependable
Sand & Recycling. Call
(410) 822-6363
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SEED

Seed
Cleaning
• On Your Farm
• Small Grain, Non
GMO Soybeans
• Treating w/Raxil
or Dividend
• PA, MD, DE, NJ

Ag Seed
Cleaning
717-949-8212

Classi

ROOFING

ROOFING

EMPLOYMENT
WAREHOUSE
MANAGER/DELIVERY
(RIDGELY)
We are looking for the
right person to help our
company grow. We are
looking for somebody
responsible and dedicated. The job consists of
managing the warehouse
and cleaning equipment for resale. The job
also consists of making
deliveries and receiving
deliveries with forklift
. Sale opportunities are
available for extra commission. Job requires
heavy lifting. Clean Drivers license / DOT card
required no CDL needed ,
You may sometimes be
required to work late and
on weekends. Please
submit your resume
and contact information
and any type of background information. us@
requipllc.com or call
443 953 0700

Need help?
Place an ad
today! $12/wk
25 words or less.

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

FARM WORKERS
Planting, cultivating &harvesting crops, 39hrs/wk
7:30 AM-4:30 PM. 15.54/hr.Overtime time & ½
after 60 hrs. 4 Temp. Jobs March-mid-Dec. Wolfe’s
PineValley Farms guarantees to offer the worker
work for at least ¾ of the workdays of the contract
period.Transportation & subsistence expenses to
worksite provided upon completion of 50% work
contract. Housing provided or those living a long
distance from permanent residence. Tools
provided at no cost. Three month exp. required on
tree farm. Call farm, Sykesville, MD
(410-795-8314) between 9 AM-Noon for an
appointment. Or apply for this job at the local State
Workforce Agency using Job listing #1504087;
Tel. #410-386-2820

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

AGRICULTURAL TECHNICIAN
SUPERVISOR
University of Maryland Beltsville Facility in Laurel,
MD. Duties: Must organize & carry out field work;
tilling, planting, fertilizing, spraying, harvesting for
traditional & non-traditional agricultural crops and
research plots. Will also operate farm equipment,
tractors (180HP & less), plows, disc, planters,
combines and heavy duty trucks. Must possess or
obtain within six months a Maryland Class A Commercial Driver’s License (CDL). Qualifications:
H.S Degree or GED and six (6) years experience
in agricultural work; two of which must have been
in a lead or supervisory role. Details/Apply: https://
ejobs.umd.edu/ (Position #103058). Closing Date:
January 28, 2022. Contact Mr. Kevin Conover
(Beltsville) 301-345-1225. EOE/AA.

ROOFING

ROOFING

HAY & STRAW

BUILDINGS

HAY AND STRAW
From one bale to tractor trailer load. Cecil H.
Gannon & Sons, Inc.
Call days 410-822-0069
Nights: (410) 822-8381,
(410) 822-5162 , (410)
820-8453

1-800-63
www.americ
LIME

AG LIME SPREADING
Hi-Mag & Hi-Cal dry lime
Call Toll Free Day & Eve.
CONESTOGA VALLEY
LIME SPREADING INC.
LANCASTER, PA.
1-800-724-3277

LUMBER
RECYCLED LUMBER
40x 45 +/- 1 inch sheets
$5.00 per sheet. Local
delivery,
Call or text 856EMPLOYMENT
332-0020

LIVESTOCK

LIME
LIVESTOCK

AG LIME SPREADING
ANGUS COWS & BULLS
Hi-Mag
& Hi-Cal dry lime
de
FOR SALE
Call Toll Free Day & Eve.
sio
Contact Roseda Farm 410ANGUS COWS
& BULLS
1/2
price
building
ads
CONESTOGA
VALLEY
6,
472-2697,
www.roseda.com,
EMPLOYMENT
FOR SALE INC.
LIME SPREADING
lb
or email roseda@roseda.com Contact
every
month.
Roseda
FarmCall Tiffany
LANCASTER,
PA.
86
410-472-2697,
www.
1-800-724-3277
& dates

Manager (Facilities Manager):

University of Maryland, Central Maryland Research
and Education Center- Clarksville Facility, Ellicott
City, MD 21042. Duties: Responsible for the manBUILDING
agement
and coordination of internal
and external
BUILDING
BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
research and projects at two (2) Research Facilities.
Working with Researchers & staff to facilitate projects in the areas of horticultural crops, agronomic
crops and cropping systems, nutrition, reproductions, physiology herd health, animal behavior and
the effects of herd management practices upon
overall farm nutrient management. Organizing,
mapping and coordinating agronomic plots, both
research and production. Min. Qual.: Bachelor’s
Degree in Plant Science, Dairy/Animal Science or
an agricultural related field, prefer 6 years agricultural work experience, four (4) years in field research
and/or animal husbandry (preferably dairy cattle)
and two years in a supervisory capacity. Applications should be submitted via our website at https://
ejobs.umd.edu/ (Position #103081). Best consideration date/closing date: January 31, 2022. Contact,
Sherry Corbin, 410-742-1178.EOE/AA.

for over 40 years

roseda.com, or email
roseda@roseda.com
(800)

634

BUILDING
BUILDINGS
Subscribe
or
renew today and
never miss an
issue. Call
Megan
800-634-5021

w
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COMMERCIAL CREDIT UNDERWRITER / FINANCIAL
PROGRAMS SPECIALIST
(Full- or Part-Time)

Qualified candidates are sought for a financial programs credit underwriting and loan servicing position with a nonprofit economic development organization providing financial and business development
assistance to agricultural and resource-based businesses in Maryland.
The incumbent manages a portfolio of existing accounts, evaluates
loan and grant program requests, reviews applicant business plans
and financial statements, performs credit underwriting analyses,
facilitates loan settlements, interfaces with lending institutions and
development agencies, prepares written reports of program activities,
assists farm and seafood industry clients, attends trade show events,
undertakes special projects, and provides other staff support in a small
busy office.
Candidates should be well organized, self-motivated, and be able to
work independently. Applicants must also possess excellent interpersonal, analytical, written, and oral communication skills; a good work
ethic; and an aptitude for detail. The candidate must be able to manage several projects simultaneously, occasionally work flexible hours
and travel around the State by personal automobile. The opportunity to
work remotely outside of the Annapolis office is permitted two days per
week.
Candidates must possess at least three years of relevant experience
and have a bachelor’s degree in accounting, agriculture, business
administration, finance, economics, mathematics, natural resources,
or similar field of study. Prior work experience in at least one of the following areas is required: commercial real estate lending, agricultural or
small business lending, credit underwriting, or special assets management. A background in commercial farming, forestry or seafood would
also be desirable, but is not essential. Possession of an MBA may
substitute for one year of required experience.
Candidates must also have experience with Microsoft Office software
and be proficient using spreadsheet software. SALARY: Open, DOQ.
EOE. For best consideration please respond by January 25, 2022.
To apply submit a resume, cover letter indicating a salary
requirement, and three professional references to:
MARBIDCO
Attn: Financial Programs Position
1410 Forest Drive, Suite 21
Annapolis, Maryland 21403
Or Send Electronically to:
info@marbidco.org
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Public Auction
Investment Property
January 24th, 2022

12pm Noon- In Person and Online at
https://estateauctioncompany.hibid.com/
10 Acres, House, Barns, Buildings & Contents.
6338 Old Westover Marion Rd
Westover, MD 21871
Listing: 10 Acres of outstanding prime land. This real estate is
divided into beautiful 5 acre plots that could be developed and or
sub-divided. Electric, water, sewage etc.
Situated with a house, two (2) large barns and a couple of out
buildings.
All the contents of the property are included in this auction.
Please Note: The 2 large Barns are packed with treasures!
Short List: Antiques, Mowers, Coca-Cola Coolers, Dolls, Furniture,
Wood Stoves,Table Saws, Tools, Vehicles and numerous other items.
Too many to list!
Terms of Sale: 10% Down Day of Sale, Settlement within 30 days.
Bank Letter of Credit for Approval to bid.
Sold As is, where is, with all Contents.
Find more pictures and full descriptions on AuctionZip.com and
https://estateauctioncompany.hibid.com/ for real-time online bidding.

Estate Auction Company.

For more information Phone 717.743.5576

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

Willard Agri-Service, one of Mid-Atlantic’s successful
full-service fertilizer and crop protection dealers seek qualified
candidates for the following positions:

Willard Agri-Service of Greenwood
22272 S. Dupont Highway
Greenwood, DE 19950
302.349.4100

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

KENNY BROTHERS PRODUCE, LLC
Bridgeville, DE
“Come Grow With Us”

We are expanding our grower base and are looking for additional growers to fulfill our customer demands. We are a cucumber
grading facility. Our crop is graded through our plant then shipped
out to pickling companies across the US for further processing.
KBP is offering the following…
1.
Grow with KBP
2.
Rent ground to KBP (Spring/Fall/both Seasons)
3.
KBP Custom Planting, Harvest & Spraying
If you are interested to learn more about our operation please
contact Dean Smith at 302.236.7613 (cell) or 302.337.3007
(office). We look forward to hearing from you!

Available Positions
Applicator- To apply fertilizer and crop protection. Preferred CDL and Ag Background.
Truck Driver- To transport fertilizer and chemicals.
Must be a Class A or B CDL with tanker endorsement.
Willard Agri-Service of Lynch
11523 Lynch Road
Worton, MD 21678
410.778.1000
Available Position
Truck Driver- To transport fertilizer and chemicals. Must be a Class A or B CDL with
tanker endorsement.
Willard Agri-Service of Mt Airy
1203 Rising Ridge Road
Mt Airy, MD 21771
301.829.2900
Available Position
Truck Driver- To transport fertilizer and chemicals. Must be a Class A or B CDL with
tanker endorsement.

Willard offers an excellent salary and
benefits.
Qualified candidates should apply in
person at any of the above locations or
email a resume to
hr@willardag.com.
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Farm Equipment Dispersal Auction
For Ben Cunningham Farms

10569 Cunningham Farm Rd., Greenwood, Del. 19950

January 27, 2022 @ 9:00 AM

More Details Soon.
Tractors, Combines, Spray rig, Hay & Tillage Equipment

C/IH 7140 Magnum, mfd, Duals and ft weights; MX135,C/A 2WD; JD
9600 combine & 643 lo/tin oil bath corn head, N row Corn head; C/IH 1680
w/ Cummins & late model 22' Bean head. 30 foot Great Plains Drill; Case
IH 900 planter, 6 row 30" with corn and bean drums; 1431 New Holland
discbine; #166 New Holland hay inverter; Esch 2 star Tedder; New Holland
158 rake; Case IH rake; Tandem rake hitch w hydraulic control's; 4 bottom
IH plow; IH 15 foot flail chopper; IH spreader truck w/Dt 466, floater tires
and New Leader spreader body, lime/fertilizer; Wilmar 745 sprayer, w/ JD
engine, 60' booms; seed wagon; JD drill, nice cond, w/alfalfa seed box's and
field cultivator on front; 3pt plastic player; Trucks, Pickup Trucks and Trailers
and lots of truck parts; Freightliner 3 axle, 40' flat bed and step deck & low
boy trailers.
Online provided by Proxibid, Some Consignments may be accepted
(unreserved items only please), Call Ed 610-662-8149 text or cell
Leaman Auctions Ltd. AY002063
Terms: Cash, C-Cards,
329 Brenneman Rd. Willow Street, Pa. 17584
and Checks accepted
717-464-1128 office or E/MAIL info@Leamanauctions.com with proper ID. CCard's
J. Edward Leaman cell 610-662-8149 AU 002034L
will be subject to a
FOR UPDATES AND PHOTOS USE THE
handling fee.
AUCTIONS TAB AT Leamanauctions.com
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ADVANCE NOTICE!!
AGRICULTURAL/LITE CONSTRUCTION/LANDSCAPE EQUIPMENT
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
PAUL HLUBIK AND NEIGHBORS
SATURDAY MARCH 19, 2022 @ 9:15 A.M.
GPS: 443 CHESTERFIELD-JACOBSTOWN
ROAD CHESTERFIELD (BURLINGTON CO.)
NEW JERSEY
Another Quality Controlled Consignment Sale!
See webpage and keep watching for details!
Jim VanHise 609-331-0311 OR
Paul Hlubik 609-346-8575
PIRRUNG AUCTIONEERS, INC.
www.pirrunginc.com
Jim VanHise 609-331-0311
Jim Pirrung 585-728-2520
AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

AUCTION
Located at Our Prime Location 7704 Mapleville Road Boonsboro MD, 21713

Thursday Evening • January 27, 2022 • 4PM
THURSDAY • JANUARY 27, 2022 • 4:00 PM
(40+) Tables Of High Quality Hand Tools Including Battery Operated & Electric Power Tools Including
Dewalt, Milwaukee, Hitachi, Hilti, Kobalt & Other Brands; Standard & Metric Wrenches; Standard &
Metric Socket Sets Of All Sizes, Including ¾ Inch; Ridged Threaders; Hole Saws; Files; Drill Bits Of All
Sizes; Pry Bars; Pipe Wrenches; Hammers Of All Descriptions; Hydraulic Jacks; Air Tools; Chains &
Binders; Grinding Wheels; Hardware; Bar & Pipe Clamps; C-Clamps; Metal & Wood Chisels; Portable
Scales; Shop Vacs; Pro Former Fl. Mo.; Heat Guns; New Ratchet Binders; Work Lights; Extension
Cords; Skid Of Lysol Wipes; Vinyl Gloves Of All Sizes; Skid Of Hand Sanitizer & Other Items Too
Numerous To Mention- Most Everything is in excellent condition and impossible to list.
FRIDAY • JANUARY 28, 2022 • 8:00 AM
SHOP EQUIPMENT, WOODWORKING EQUIPMENT & TOOLS, CRANE ACCESSORIES & MISCELLANEOUS:
Building #1, #5 & #6 will be completely full including: Brandt KD68 Optimat; Roper Whitney
Mo. 127 Punch Press; LPI NG22 Personal Lift; Large Arbor Press; Kingsley Auto Wire 23-T; Central
Machinery 52” Shear, Press, Slip Roll; Miller Spot Welder; (3)Grizzly, (1)JDS Dust Collectors & Others;
Grizzly 14”, Craftsman 12” & Kalamazoo Band Saws; Drill Presses; INCA Planer; Powermatic Table
Saw & Others; Grinders; Delta Jointer; Chop Saws; Various Belt Sanders; Arbor Press; Shop Press;
Woodworking Equipment: Nice Selection of Power & Battery Operated Woodworking Tools & Other
Nice Woodworking Tools from Estate; Various Lumber; Emglo Shop Air Compressor & Others; Welders;
Generators; Following from Several Estates: 8’ Brake, 3’ Brake, Aluminum Brake, Rollers, Crimpers,
Shears, Lock Formers; Banding Tools; Porta Power; C-Clamps; Cable; Socket Sets of All Kind; Power
Tools; Threaders; Sargent PH Meter in Case; Olympus Microscope; USA Standard Sieves- Various
Size; Lasers & Tri-pods; Hardware of all kind, Clamps; Floor Jacks; Pallet Jacks & Jacks; RR Jacks;
HD Skates; Freight Rollers; Specialized Equipment for Moving Equipment; Carts; New Weather Guard
Diamond Plate Tool Boxes & Others; Gang Boxes; Wheel Barrows; Large Assortment of Fiberglass &
Aluminum Extension & Step Ladders & Related Items; Ladder Racks; Skids of New Styrofoam Insulation; Large Selection of New Hardware to be sold by the Skid; Lockers; Rolls of New Carpet; Shelving;
Pallet Shelving; Hundreds of Items not Listed- Most all in Good Condition! Virtually Impossible To List!
LAWN & GARDEN EQUIPMENT (Some New & Like New) including: Zero Turn Mowers, Conventional
Mowers, Power Mowers, Chain Saws, Weed Wackers, Leaf Blowers & Other Related Items.
(3)TRACTOR TRAILER LOAD OF NEW/UNUSED FLOOR JOIST & FLOOR PANELS
(2)TRACTOR TRAILER LOAD OF NEW/UNUSED PATIO BLOCKS & PADS
TRACTOR TRAILER LOAD OF NEW/UNUSED METAL ROOFING AND SIDING- NOT Seconds- Just
Over Runs- Various Color & Size
(4) TRACTOR TRAILER LOADS OF NEW BUILDING MATERIALS including: Windows, Doors,
Staircases, Kitchen Cupboards, Bathroom Cupboards & Other Related Items-Impossible to List!
SOME RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
** NOTE: MAY BE SELLING WITH UP TO (4) AUCTIONEERS AT ONE TIME!! PLEASE COME
PREPARED!! – ITEMS COMING IN DAILY!! **

Friday & Saturday • 28 & 29 • 8 AM

SATURDAY • JANUARY 28, 2022 • 8:00 AM
LOADER BACKHOES & RUBBER TIRE LOADERS: Kubota, John Deere, Caterpillar, Case and
Others.
EXCAVATORS, TRACK DOZERS & TRACK LOADERS: Doosan, Hitachi, Caterpillar, Case,
Deere, Komatsu and Others.
TELESCOPIC & STRAIGHT MAST FORKLIFTS, MANLIFTS & WORKING PLATFORMS:
Caterpillar, JLG, Yale, Clark, Genie, Hyster, Toyota and Others.
COMPACT TRACK LOADERS & SKID LOADERS: Takeuchi, Gehl, Kubota, Caterpillar, New
Holland, Case, Deere, Bobcat, Ditch Witch and Other Brands.
SKID LOADER ATTACHMENTS – Most NEW/UNUSED: Heavy & Light Face Plates; 72” LoPro
Buckets; 66” LoPro Buckets; 72” Heavy Duty Rock Buckets; 72” Root Bucket w/Top Clamp; 66”
Buckets w/Top Clamp; 72” Rock Bucket; 72” Rock Bucket w/Grapple; 66” Root Bucket w/Top
Clamp; 78” Snow/Mulch Bucket; Fork Frame w/42” Forks; 48” Forks w/Frames; 84” Snow Bucket;
Fork Frames; Stump Buckets; New/Unused Dozer Blade; Universal Sweepers and Others Related
Items.
FARM, INDUSTRIAL & COMPACT TRACTORS including: New Holland, John Deere, Mahindra,
Case/International, Kubota- Most all 4x4 to 2018 Model Year
VARIOUS FARM EQUIPMENT including: Hay Equipment, Planting & Tillage Equipment; New &
Used 3 Pt. Hitch Equipment of all kind.
LARGE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Portable Light Towers; Trench Rollers; Air Compressors; Fuel
Tanks w/Pumps; Caged 275 Gal. Tanks; Diesel Generators; Diesel Water Pumps; Truck Bodies;
Utility Bodies; Excavator & Backhoe Buckets of All Sizes; Selection of New & Used Equipment
Tires; Tamper Heads & Breakers for Excavator; Thumbs for Excavator; Flail and Finishing Mowers;
New/Used 3 Pt. Tillers; Auger Bits; 3 Pt. Scraper Blades; Straw Blowers & Other Related ItemsVirtually Impossible to List, Items Coming in Daily!!
EQUIPMENT, TRACTORS & VEHICLES IN NEED OF REPAIR
(4) PORTABLE BBQ SMOKERS/COOKERS- SELLING FOR THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURTS
(10+) DUMP TRUCKS: Tri-, Tandem & Single Axle: GMC, Mack, Peterbilt, Kenworth, Ford,
International- Some with Snow Blades and Others.
ROAD TRACTORS: Tandem & Single Axle: Kenworth, Peterbilt, Mack, Freightliner, Sterling and
Others- Some with Wetlines.
(20+) SUPPORT TRUCKS: Service/Mechanics w/Cranes, Rollback, Cab & Chassis, Bucket,
Utilities, Reefer, Dry Van w/Lift Gates, Cut Away, Fuel & Lube, Stake Bodies, Flatbeds, Cargo and
Passenger Vans and Other Models.
(66) PICKUPS, VANS & AUTOMOBILES TO 2018 MODEL YR. From Estates, Bankruptcy &
Other Owners.
(14) GOLF CARTS, 4 WHEELERS, ATV’s INCLUDING: Honda, John Deere, Kubota, Polaris,
Kawasaki, Suzuki and Others.
(58) TRAILERS & SEA CONTAINERS: Dry Van, New/Unused Single and Tandem Axle Tag-aLongs, Float, Step Deck, Gooseneck, Tag-a-Long Dump Trailers, Tag-a-Long Enclosed, Rigid
Frame, Travel, Landscape, Steel Stake Body, Dry Van Bodies, (10)20’ & 40’ Sea Containers &
Others.

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED-AWARD WINNING AUCTIONEERS SINCE 1972 • On the web: cochranauctions.com

Cochran Auctioneers & Associates LTD
Professional Auctioneers & Appraisers since 1972
Open Monday - Friday 8am to 4pm
800-310-2844
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SERVICES
WORKING CATS
LOOKING FOR
EMPLOYMENT
Do you have a rodent
problem? Free services
available. Needing to
place cats in a safe
habitat in exchange for
rodent control. Fully
vetted, large selection,
full set up provided. Call
302-547-8720.

YODERS BOOM
MOWING AND FIELD
CUTTING
Ponds, ditches, CREP,
hedge rows, driveways,
woods edge, overgrown
fields, free estimates in
MD & DE, in our 20th
Year of Service. Call
Ken at 443-480-0772.

BOB AND MILLIE’S
DISCOUNT SIGNS
Bob & Millie's Discount
Signs The Cheapest
Guys In Town / Free Delivery On All Sign Orders
/ Bobthesignman@
yahoo.com. Real
Estate - ConstructionBanners - Yard Signs
- Decals - Magnetic
Signs / lots More / www.
appletreesigns.com /
End Of The Lane Farm
Signs 410-708-1341.

FELINE RODENT
REMOVAL
Are rodents ruining your
crops and nesting where
they shouldn't be? Our
working cats are willing
to provide RODENT
REMOVAL in exchange
for food and lodging. All
cats are fully vetted, full
set-up provided. Please
call (302) 442-1095 to
schedule an "interview"
with our working cats!

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

Farm Equipment Dispersal Auction

Ben Cunningham Farms
10569 Cunningham Farm Rd Greenwood, Del. 19950

Thursday • Jan 27th 2022 @ 9:00 AM • Thursday
C/IH 7140 Magnum, mfd, 210 HP, 4 speed reverse, 540/1000 Pto, 3 hyd remotes,is showing 1175 and has more.
420/85/28 front tires & 18.4.42 rear tires, matching duals. Full set of ft weights, 1 set of heavy rear wheel weights;
Case IH MX 135 w/C/A, 130 HP, 12585 hours showing, like new 460/85 R 38 rear tires, 11.00-16 front tires, dual
hyd and Pto, ft weight bracket.
1991 model JD 9600 combine, 2WD on 30.5 x 32’s and w/18.4 x 26 steering tires, in nice condition, bin extension and Raven “Smart Yield”; selling after and separately is a JD 643 lo/tin, oil bath N-row corn head, C/
IH 1680 2WD combine w/ 8.3 Cummins, 4525 hrs, rock trap, fore and aft reel, feeder house reverser, grain
loss monitor, straw spreader and 30.5 X 32 rubber, bin extension, mid-west combine, shed kept and in
good condition; 2001 1020 Bean head. 22.5' cut, very nice condition, 2) Stolzfus header wagons, 1) Horst
header wagon in excellent condition
30-foot 2N-3010 Great Plains no till Drill, ready to work; Case IH 900 planter, w/ early riser monitor, 6 row
30" with corn and bean drums; 2) 1431 New Holland discbine; 166 New Holland hay inverter, hydraulic
drive with merger table; #166 New Holland ground drive hay inverter; Esch 2 star Tedder; New Holland
258 rake; Case IH 970C rake; Grass Tracker Tandem rake hitch w hydraulic control's; Gehl double Rake hitch;
IH #700? 4 bottom, trip type, semi mount plow, 3 pt w/guage wheel, is in nice cond; IH 15 foot flail chopper;
IH 3 pt hydraulic scraper blade; JD 3 pt. chisel plow; 3 pt rear mtd cultivator on tool bar; IH 26’ transport disc
harrow (rigid frame); 28’ hyd folding rolling basket;
Wilmar 745 sprayer, w/ JD diesel, 5367 hours, 60’ booms, Raven 460 Console, Raven Cruzer II JD 8300 drill,
23 double disc openers, depth gage wheels, press wheels, small seed box and field cultivator on front , Seed
tender wagon & gravity bin with Hydraulic unload auger; older small gravity bin (no wagon); Rain Flo # 2500
3pt, plastic mulch layer;
Trucks, Pickup Trucks and Trailers and lots of truck parts
1986 Freightliner 3 axle, FLC 120 on spring suspension and w/ flat top bunk, 3406A Cat, road ready, new
11R 22.5 steering tires, and 11R 24.5 lo pro drive tires on aluminum rims; 1986 IH spreader truck w/Dt
466, 5 speed trans, floater w/ new 11 R x 24.4 steering tires and new 700/40-22.5 drive tires, New Leader
stainless spreader body, lime/fertilizer w/Midtech 6100 rate controller and Raven Cruzer II guidance
system, Sells as Delaware Farm Vehicle (not titled); 2005 F 350 King Ranch, crew cab, dually Long bed,
6.0 diesel auto, 4WD; 2003 Ford F250 snow plow truck 4x4, 5.4 gas 135669 miles; 1999 Ford F 550 7.3
power stroke, recent injectors and glow plugs, 6 speed manual, 19.5 Rubber, flatbed with gooseneck hitch
243,172 miles;
2001 Viking step deck with ramps, 45’ long, 102 wide; Landoll trailer 45 foot X 96” with hydraulic sliding
tandem and fold down rear ramp and wide load wings (outriggers); 40' flatbed; Dorsey 38’ grain trailer;
TBC grain trailer; Flatbed grain trailer w/Del FV tag (no title); Side kit for 45 foot flatbed; Flatbed trailer
with tanks, chemical inductor and pump; 1500 gallon bubble tank;
TRUCK PARTS; 3)7.3 IDI motors in various conditions;1)6.9 engine in pcs, Banks turbo kit; several adapter plates and flywheels for 6BT, 4BT Cummins into Ford transmissions; many body parts, approx. 25 + skids of PU truck parts
MISC: Smith 100 air compressor (4 cylinder compressor) on split duty Ford 302 v8 gas; Amida light stand w engine; Huber galvanized threshing machine, in good condition; IH grain binder, nice cond, usable; Oliver drill; 16) 5 X 5 wrapped round bales of 6th
cutting Alfalfa hay; 2) Case 800-D tractors w/ Caseomatic trans, 1) runs 1) needs work

Also Selling are the Demolition rights on the remains of a 28 X 34 portion of a grand old farmhouse, was originally a 28-room structure
(mansion) from early 1800’s or older that was destroyed by fire many years ago. The remainder has been setting empty and has had
some of the interior removed and or destroyed. Third floor was removed, and a roof put on it to save it from the weather. Lots of good
old wooden beams, bricks, large doors, and other Structural items of value to be sold. The high bidder will have the obligation to provide
a hold harmless to the landowner and will have up to 60 days to have things dismantled and gone. Appears to be either constructed of
Hickory wood or possibly of oak. The house is 2 story’s and a basement that is about 28x34. Here are some dimensions of the beams.
2.5"x6.5"x12', 2.5"x6.5"x9', 3"x5"x10', 3.75"x5"x10', 2.75"x4"x10', 4"x4.5"x10', 5"x7.5", 5"x6.5"x13', 3"x8.5"x8.5', 3"x8.5"x11', 6.5"x8.5" All
dimensions are in “rough cut” and the structural wood seems to be in excellent condition. PICS will be in the Gallery of the website!
APPOINTMENTS ARE REQUIRED TO VIEW THIS BUILDING AND NO ONE IS ALLOWED IN THE BUILDING WITH OUT PERMISSION
ANY WEATHER RELATED-CHANGES WILL BE FOUND ON THE WEBSITES
Online provided by Proxibid
Some Consignments may be accepted (unreserved items only please),
Call or text Ed’s cell, 610-662-8149 or call Ben on his cell
Plenty of parking, good food and comfort stations inside.
Preview date: Wednesday Jan. 26 after 10 a; Drop-ins welcome with a phone call.
Terms: Cash, C-Cards, and Checks accepted with proper ID. CCard's will be subject to a 4% handling fee.
For more info, updates and photo's use the auction tab at www.Leamanauctions.com

Leaman Auctions Ltd. AY002063

329 Brenneman Rd. Willow Street, Pa. 17584
717-464-1128 office or E/MAIL ed@Leamanauctions.com
Ed Leaman cell 610-662-8149 AU 002034

Do you have an upcoming auction? Reach readers in MD,
DE, VA and PA and let them know!
Call Emily for advertising rates & dates.
800-634-5021 ; emily@americanfarm.com
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Find the services you need with speed, just look here in the directory.

Need a Diesel Mechanic?
/ea
$10 load
k
truc ount
disc

Diesel Rebuilding
Service Plans
Maintenance

8 ft Concrete Feed Bunks
J or U Bunk $200
Calf Bunk $150
Water Troughs $350

Our Specialty...
INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTOR

The brands you trust!

717-529-3959

Kirkwood, PA 17536

Hours: M-F: 6am. – 4:45pm. Closed S&S

Advertise your
your business
business
Bridgeville, DE
here for
forJohnjust
just
$40 per/
per
here
$40
Swartzentruber
We are expanding our grower
base
and are looking for addition(540)
691-3753
al growers to fulfill our customer
demands. We are a cucumber
week
week.
grading facility. Our crop is graded through our plant then shipped

Looking for a seasonal
job in the
Agriculture
Simplified
Installalation
Valley Hoop
KENNY BROTHERS
PRODUCE,
LLC
Install
yourself and save
Sector?
Structures
Install available

“Come Grow With Us” depending on location,
or constructor of your
choice.

BEAT
Tube: companies
24’-36’ W across the
outSingle
to pickling
US forTHE
furtherPRICE
processing.
Sentry Series 40’-180’ W
KBP is offering the following…INCREASE FROM METAL
SHORTAGE. ODER NOW
1.
Grow with KBP
Natural
Lighting
2.
Rent ground
to KBP (Spring/Fall/both
Seasons)
FOR DELIVERY
ANYTIME
Air Ventilation
3. Excellent
KBP Custom
Planting, Harvest &
Spraying
THIS
YEAR
Look
no
further,
we
have
job
opportunities!
Seeking
workers
to assist in
Foundation
Choices
If you
are interested
to learn more
about
ouryear’s
operation
please
Prepare
for next
hay
storage
- put
mixing/loading agricultural products/crop
protection
products,
fueling
contact
Dean
302.236.7613
(cell)
orMust
302.337.3007
equipment
andSmith
assist at
in odd
jobsup
when
needed.
bePut
available
a simple
structure.
hay in to
drywork
Check
out
the
options!
long hours
during
primeto
application
season.
Knowledge
in custom
(office).
We look
forward
hearing
from
you!
with less
hassle,
better feed and
save!

Call Emily (800)
(800) 634-5021
634-5021
emily@americanfarm.com
emily@americanfarm.com
Any length
application
is available!
a plus, having a CDL would be better - but not required.
Serious inquiries call: Monday-Friday 9AM – 4PM 302-349-5055

Valley
Hoop
Advertise
your
business
American
Farm
Publications,
Inc.
Structures
This Space
Available!!
Natural Lighting
Simplified Installation
Better Performance
Easy Relocation

here for just $40 per/
Add
your
information
here in the
The
Delmarva
week. Farmer
Sale
5% off buildings odered by
March 15th

The New Jersey Farmer
Shore
Home
& Garden
Sentry
Series 40’-180’
W
Call7913
Emily
(800)
634-5021
Tiffany
or EmilyPark
today!!
Industrial
Rd.
emily@americanfarm.com
Easton,
MD 21601
800-634-5021
800 • 634 • 5021
Manufactured by:
Sioux Steel Company

Put Livestock, Hay, Machinery,
Directory
for only $40
per
week,
etc., in
a dry location
with call
a
Single Tube: 24’-36’ W
simple structure

Check out the options!
Call for pricing and info!
John (540) 691-3753
Email:
valleyhoop@ibyfax.com

American Farm Publications

*Delmarva Farmer
*New Jersey Farmer
www.americanfarm.com
800-634-5021

EXPERTISE TO GET THE
JOB DONE RIGHT!

From design through final construction, ABC York, Inc. is a single source company you can
count on. For agricultural and commercial operations the answer is as easy as ABC York.

PRODUCTS:

Advertise your business
here for just $40 per/
week.
Call Emily (800) 634-5021
emily@americanfarm.com

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Grain Dryers
Grain Bins
Material Handling
Augers
Parts

SERVICES:
✔
✔
✔

System Design
Millwright
Service

176 Bowman Rd., York, PA 17408 • Toll Free (888) 236-6795 • www.abcyork.com

Advertise in the Business Directory for only $40
per week! Call Tiffany or Emily (800) 634-5021
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NEW YEAR
N E W B EG I N N I N G S

Start the new year with a trusted lending partner.
Give us a call today to discuss your financial needs and learn
how Farm Credit can help prepare you for what lies ahead.

888.339.3334 | mafc.com |

